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ABSTRACT 

 Morphological analyzers are essential and foremost one for any type of 

Natural Language processing works.  Morphological analyzer is crucial for Machine 

Translation and spell checking.  Though there are attempts to prepare morphological 

analyzer for Malayalam, no full fledged morphological analyzer is made for 

Malayalam. This project is an attempt to solve this problem to a small extent. 

“Morphological Analyzer for Malayalam Verbs” is a part of the whole analyzer for 

Malayalam. Though there are many methods to do a morphological analyzer, a hybrid 

approach of Paradigm method and Suffix Stripping method is used. The hybrid 

approach exploits the benefits of both Paradigm and Suffix Stripping method. 

Euphonic rules or Sandhi rules are also incorporated in this approach to identify a 

stem correctly. Malayalam Morph Analyzer would help in automatic spelling and 

grammar checking, natural language understanding, machine translation, speech 

recognition, speech synthesis, part of speech tagging, and parsing applications.  The 

common man can also get in-depth information about the Malayalam verbs from the 

software.   
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ORGANIZATION OF THE PROJECT 

Chapter 1 is a  brief  introduction about Natural Language Processing, the main steps 

in NLP and the need to perform Morphological Analysis. It also lists some of Natural 

Language Understanding Systems, the applications of NLP and the terms commonly 

used in NLP. 

Chapter 2 is the Literature Survey. It involves the various methods of morphological 

analysis (mainly 8 methods) and NLP related works being done in organizations like 

C-DAC. 

Chapter 3 describes the morphology of Malayalam Verbs. In this chapter various 

grammatical features of Malayalam Verbs are discussed. Various Sandhi Rules used 

in Malayalam are also discussed here. 

Chapter 4 describes the method being followed for developing the Morphological 

Analyzer for Malayalam Verbs and the Unicode font used in this project. 

Chapter 5   briefly describes how the implementation of the project is being done. It 

includes the Sandhi rules used, the markers used for the analysis, Dictiopnary, the list 

of Paradigms, Algorithms, The language used for programming, which is Perl, and 

the Graphical User Interface of the Analyzer. 

Chapter 6 contains Results and Discussions regarding the project. 

Chapter 7 is the conclusion of the project work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

                 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 

 The aim of this project is to develop a morphological analyzer for Malayalam 

Verbs. For designing the analyzer, a hybrid approach of Paradigm method and Suffix 

Stripping method, which are the two promising approaches for building an analyzer, 

is used. All that needed is a dictionary of stems and a list of all possible inflections 

the verbs in Malayalam can have. Using Perl programming the morphophonemic 

changes are handled and the stem and the morphemes, which play different 

morphological functions, are identified. 

1.2 Natural Language Processing 

 Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been developed in 1960, as a sub-

field of Artificial Intelligence and Linguistics. The aim of NLP is studying problems 

in the automatic generation and understanding of natural languages. The primary goal 

of natural language processing is to build computational models of natural language 

for its analysis and generation. NLP focuses on the study of language as a means of 

communication. Various phenomena in a language will be analyzed from the 

viewpoint of how they code information. 

  Grammar is a system of rules that relates information to its coding in 

language. The computational requirement of Grammar is that it should be in such a 

way that it can be used by the speaker to code information in the language and by the 

hearer to decode the information. There are strong influences of world knowledge on 

the coding. First, it influences the fundamental coding conventions of language. For 

example, in Indian languages, the postposition marker for Noun group can be dropped 
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precisely when it is inanimate. Similar is the case when the second person pronoun is 

dropped from a command. This happens in all languages including English. 

  Language is meant for Communicating about the world. We look at how we 

can exploit knowledge about the world, in combination with linguistic facts, to build 

computational natural language systems. Natural language generation systems 

convert information from computer databases into normal-sounding human language, 

and natural language understanding systems convert samples of human language into 

more formal representations that are easier for computer programs to manipulate.By 

linguistic variation we mean the possibility of using different words or expressions to 

communicate the same idea. . Linguistic ambiguity is when a word or phrase allows 

for more than one interpretation. 

NLP problem can be divided into two tasks: 

 Processing written text, using lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge of the 

language as well as the required real world information. 

 Processing spoken language, using all the information needed above plus 

additional knowledge about phonology as well as enough added information 

to handle the further ambiguities that arise in speech. 

Advantages of Natural language Interfaces 

Natural language is only one medium for human-machine interaction, but has several 

obvious and desirable properties:  

• It provides an immediate vocabulary for talking about the contents of the 

computer.  

• It provides a means of accessing information in the computer 

independently of its structure and encodings. 
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• It shields the user from the formal access language of the underlying 

system. 

• It is available with a minimum training. 

Hardness of the Natural Language 

There are several major reasons that make the natural language understanding a 

difficult problem. They include:  

• The complexity of the target representation into which the matching is 

being done. Additional knowledge is required for extracting the 

meaningful information. 

• Many mappings like one-to-one, many-to-one, many-to-many, many-to-

one are used. 

• The presence of noise in the input to the listener. 

•  In many natural language sentences, changing a single word can alter the 

interpretation of the entire structure. The complexity of the mapping 

increases as the number of interactions increases. 

• The modifier attachment problem. This problem arises mainly due to 

sentences that are not inherently hierarchical. 

• The quantifier scoping problem and Elliptical utterances. 

1.3 The main steps in Natural Language Processing  

• Morphological Analysis: Individual words are analyzed into their 

components and nonword tokens such as punctuation are separated from the 

words. 

• Syntactic Analysis: Linear sequences of words are transformed into 

structures that show how the words relate to each other. 
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• Semantic Analysis: The structures created by the syntactic analyzer are 

assigned meanings. 

• Discourse integration: The meaning of an individual sentence may depend 

on the sentences that precede it and may influence the meanings of the 

sentences that follow it. 

• Pragmatic Analysis: The structure representing what was said is 

reinterpreted to determine what was actually meant. 

1.3.1 Morphological Analysis 

 Suppose we have an English interface to an operating system and the 

following   sentence is typed: I want to print Bill’s .init file. Morphological analysis 

must do the following things: 

• Pull apart the word “Bill’s” into proper noun “Bill” and the possessive suffix 

“’s”.  

• Recognize the sequence “.init” as a file extension that is functioning as an 

adjective in the sentence. 

 This process will usually assign syntactic categories to all the words in the 

sentence. Consider the word “prints”. This word is either a plural noun or a third 

person singular verb ( he prints ). 

1.3.2 Syntactic Analysis 

Syntactic analysis must exploit the results of morphological analysis to build a 

structural description of the sentence. The goal of this process, called parsing, is to 

convert the flat list of words that forms the sentence into a structure that defines the 

units that are represented by that flat list. The important thing here is that a flat 

sentence has been converted into a hierarchical structure and that the structure 

corresponds to meaning units when semantic analysis is performed. Reference 
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markers are shown in the parenthesis in the parse tree. Each one corresponds to some 

entity that has been mentioned in the sentence. 

S 
(RM1) 

NP 

PRO 

I 
(RM2) 

VP 

V 

Want 

S 
(RM3) 

NP 

PRO 

I 
(RM2) 

VP 

V 

print 

NP 
(RM4) 

ADJS 

Bill’s 
(RM5) 

NP 

ADJS N 

.init file 

I want to print  Bill’s .init file. 

 

   Figure 1.1   Syntactic Analysis 

1.3.3 Semantic Analysis  

 Semantic analysis must do two important things: 

• It must map individual words into appropriate objects in the knowledge base 

or database 

• It must create the correct structures to correspond to the way the meanings of 

the individual words combine with each other. 
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1.3.4 Discourse Integration 

 Specifically we do not know whom the pronoun “I” or the proper noun “Bill” 

refers to. To pin down these references requires an appeal to a model of the current 

discourse context, from which we can learn that the current user is USER068 and that 

the only person named “Bill” about whom we could be talking is USER073. Once the 

correct referent for Bill is known, we can also determine exactly which file is being 

referred to.  

1.3.5 Pragmatic Analysis 

 The final step toward effective understanding is to decide what to do as 

results. One possible thing to do is to record what was said as a fact and be done with 

it. For some sentences, whose intended effect is clearly declarative, that is precisely 

correct thing to do. But for other sentences, including this one, the intended effect is 

different. We can discover this intended effect by applying a set of rules that 

characterize cooperative dialogues. The final step in pragmatic processing is to 

translate, from the knowledge based representation to a command to be executed by 

the system. 

1.4 Need to Perform Morphological Analysis 

  If we had an exhaustive lexicon, which listed all the word forms of all the 

roots, and along with each word form it listed its feature values then clearly we do not 

need a morphological analyzer. Given a word, all we need to do is to look it up in the 

lexicon and retrieve its feature values. 

  But this method has several problems. It is definitely the wastage of memory 

space. Every form of the word is listed which contributes to the large number of 

entries in such a lexicon. Even when two roots follow the same rule, the present 

system stores the same information redundantly. 
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  Another one, it does not show relationship among different roots that have 

similar word forms. Thus it fails to represent a linguistic generalization. Linguistic 

generalization is necessary if the system is to have the capability of understanding 

(even guessing) an unknown word. In the generation process, the linguistic 

knowledge can be used if the system needs to coin a new word. 

  Third, some languages like Malayalam, have a rich and productive 

morphology. The number of word forms might well be indefinite in such a case. 

Clearly, the above method cannot be used for such languages. 

1.4.1 Morphological Analysis 

 Morphological analyzer and morphological generator are two essential and 

basic tools for building any language processing application.  Morphological Analysis 

is the process of providing grammatical information of a word given its suffix. 

Morphological analyzer is a computer program which takes a word as input and 

produces its grammatical structure as output. 

 A morphological analyzer will return its root/stem word along with its 

grammatical information depending upon its word category.  For nouns it will 

provide gender, number, and case information and for verbs, it will be tense, aspects, 

and modularity 

 e.g.-  children           child + n +s ( pl)   (English)    

Grammatical structure – morpheme order, feature values, suffixes . 

Feature value - gender, number , person etc. 

 In the case of Malayalam,  

  kuTTikaL~      kuTTi  + n + kaL~ (pl) 

  aTiccu   aTikk + v + ccu (past) 
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1.5 Parsing                                                                                                            

Parsing is a standard technique used in the field of natural language 

processing. Parsing means taking an input and producing some sort of structure for it. 

Before a syntactic parser can parse a sentence, it must be supplied with information 

about each word in the sentence. For instance, to parse the sentence The dog ate meat, 

a parser must know that dog is a singular noun, ate is a past tense verb, and so on. In 

English, such information may be supplied by a lexicon that simply lists all word 

forms with their part of speech and inflectional information such as number and tense. 

The number of forms that must be listed in such a lexicon is manageable since 

English has a relatively simple inflectional system.  

In English countable nouns have only have two inflected forms, singular and 

plural, and regular verbs have only four inflected forms: the base form, the -s form, 

the -ed form, and the –ing form. But the case is not same for many other languages, 

such as Finnish, Turkish, and Quechua and Dravidian Languages like Malayalam, 

which may have hundreds of inflected forms for each noun or verb. Here an 

exhaustive lexical listing is simply not feasible. For such languages, one must build a 

word parser that will use the morphological system of the language to compute the 

part of speech and inflectional categories of any word. 

  Although English has a limited inflectional system, it has very complex and 

productive derivational morphology. For example, from the root compute come 

derived forms such as computer, computerize, computerization, recomputerize, 

noncomputerized, and so on. It is impossible to list exhaustively in a lexicon all the 

derived forms that might occur in natural text. 

  Morphological parsing means breaking down a word form into its 

constituent morphemes. 

  E.g:  boys   boy + s 
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Mapping of a word form to its baseform is called stemming. 

 E.g:  happiness   happy. 

 Computers are widely used for day-to-day life applications. Some of these 

include railway reservation, library, banking, management information and so on. 

Normally to use these systems specialized computer knowledge is necessary. The 

goal of natural language interfaces (NLI) is to remove this barrier. The user is 

expected to interact in natural language (by means of keyboard and a screen). The 

reply would be in natural language. The detailed linguistic analysis of a word can be 

useful for NLP. However, most NLP researchers have concentrated on other aspects, 

e.g., grammatical analysis, semantic interpretation etc. As a result, NLP systems use 

rather simple morphological analyzers 

  A Morphological Analyzer is the computational implementation of human 

ability to analyze a language. MOA is a computer program that analyses words 

belong to Natural Languages and produces its grammatical structure as output. The 

computer takes word as an input and analyses it using the given resources and 

algorithm. 

1.6 Natural Language Understanding Systems 

The following is the list of a few Natural Language Understanding Systems. 

 General Syntactic Processor (GSP) - A versatile system for the parsing 

and generation of the Natural language. It emulates other several 

syntactic processors. 

 Syntactic Appraiser and Diagrammer—Semantic Analyzing 

Machine(SDA-SAM) – Follows a context free grammar ,parses input 

from left to right , used to find answers to the questions. 
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 BASEBALL – an information retrieval program with a large database 

of facts 

 Semantic Information Retrieval System (SIR) - A prototype 

understanding machine that could accumulate facts and make 

deductions about them in order to answer questions. 

 STUDENT – A pattern matching natural language program that could 

sole the high school level algebra problems. 

 ELIZA – A famous natural language program. 

 LUNAR – Helped the geologist’s access compare and evaluate 

chemical analysis data. 

 MARGIE – Meaning analysis, Response Generation and Inference on 

English system. 

 SHRDLU – In this knowledge was represented as procedure within the 

system, system simulated a robot manipulating a set of simple objects. 

 Script Applier Mechanism (SAM) – Makes use of scripts that 

represents stereotyped sequences of events to understand simple 

stories. 

 Plan Applier Mechanism (PAM) – Understands stories by determining 

the goals that are to be achieved in the story and attempting to match 

the actions of the story with the methods that will achieve the goals. 

 LIFER – It is an off-the-shelf system for building natural language front ends 

for application in any domain, contains interactive functions for specifying a 

language and parser. 

1.7 Major Applications 

 NLP is having a very important place in our day-to-day life due to its 

enormous natural language applications. By means of these NLP applications the user 

can interact with computers in their own mother tongue by means of a keyboard and a 

screen.. Morphological analyzer is the tool towards building word processing tools 
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like spell checkers, grammar checkers etc. They are also the first step towards NLP 

systems that do deep linguistic processing like Natural Language Interfaces, Machine 

Translation, Text Summarizers, Information Extraction and Understanding Systems. 

 Language Technology is concerned with the computational processing of 

human language, whether in spoken or written form and with the dual aims of easing 

both interaction with machines and the processing of large amounts of textual 

information. The application of language technology involves: 

The spoken language Dialog Systems, 

Question answering systems, 

Machine translation          and  

text summarization. 

 The upcoming technologies should reach the common man in his own native 

tongue so that he feels comfortable with the new technology. The work on computer 

processing and of Indian languages and scripts started in early seventies at IIT 

Kanpur. Applications such as LILA, ISM, ILEAP, MANTRA (Machine Assisted 

Translation Tool), ANVESHAK, Shruti-Drishti (Web browsing through listening for 

visually impaired) and mobile computing and embedded systems related Indian 

language solutions have been developed by CDAC.  

1.8 The role of Morphology in different languages 

Morphology is not equally prominent in all spoken languages. What one 

language expresses morphologically may be expressed by a separate word or left 

implicit in another language. For example, English expresses the plural nouns by 

means of morphology (the forms like boys, spies, vehicles where the morpheme s, 

with its variant forms expresses the plurality) but Yoruba (a language of south-

western Nigeria) uses separate word expressing the same meaning. Thus, ‘ookunrin’ 

means the man, and ‘awon’ can be used to express the plural:  ‘the men’. Quite 
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generally, we can say that English makes more use of morphology than Yoruba. But 

there are many languages that make more use of morphology than English. For 

instance Sumerian uses Morphology to distinguish between ‘he went’ and ‘I went’, 

and between ‘he went’ and ‘he went to him’, where English must use separate words. 

The terms analytic and synthetic are used to describe the degree to which 

morphology is made use in a language. Languages like Yoruba, Vietnamese or 

English, where morphology plays a relatively modest role are called analytic. 

Traditionally, linguists discriminate between the following types of languages types 

of languages with regard to morphology: 

• Isolating languages (e.g. Mandarin Chinese): there are no bound forms. E.g., 

no affixes that can be attached to a word. The only morphological operation is 

composition. 

• Agglutinative languages (e.g. Ugro-Finnic and Turkic languages): all bound 

forms are either prefixes or suffixes, i.e., they are added to a stem like beads 

on a string. Every affix represents a distinct morphological feature. Every 

feature is expressed by exactly one affix. 

• Inflectional languages (e.g. Indo-European language): distinct features are 

merged into a single bound form (a so called portmanteau morph). The same 

underlying feature may be expressed differently, depending on the paradigm. 

• Polysynthetic languages (e.g. Limit language): these languages express more 

of syntax in morphology than other languages, e.g., verb arguments are 

incorporated into the verb. 

This classification is quite artificial. Real languages rarely fall cleanly into one 

of the above classes, e.g., even Mandarin has a few suffixes. Moreover, this 

classification mixes the aspect of what is expressed morphologically and the means 

expressing it. 
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1.9 Basic Definitions 

1.9.1 Morphology 

 Morphology is the study of morphemes and their arrangements in forming 

words. Morphemes are the minimal meaningful units which may constitute words or 

parts of words. In spoken language, morphemes are composed of phonemes, the 

smallest linguistically distinctive units of sound. re-, de-, un-, -ish, -ly, -cieve, -mand, 

tie, boy, like, etc. of receive, demand, untie, boyish, likely. 

 Morphology is seen as ‘the study of words that are formally and semantically 

related’. In order to be considered a word an expression must be characterized as 

having three features: a) a phonological form b) a category and c) a meaning. 

Morphology is concerned with the study of internal structure of words. 

Morphological analysis consists of the identification of parts of the words or 

constituents of the words. For example the word kuTTikaL~ (‘boys’) consists of two 

constituents: the element kuTTi (‘boy’) and the element kaL~ (the plural marker ‘s’). 

The morphological analysis primarily consists in breaking up the words into their 

parts and establishing the rules that govern the co-occurrence of these parts. 

Morphology can be viewed as the process of building words by inflection and word-

formation. 

 Morphology deals with all combinations that form words or parts of words.Two 

broad classes of morphemes, stems and affixes: 

 The stem is the ”main morpheme” of the word, supplying the main meaning, 

       e.g.  eat  in  eat+ing. 

  ’naTakk’ in ’naTakkunnu’ (walks). 

 Affixes add ”additional” meanings. 
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1.9.2 Affixes 

An affix is a bound morph that is realized as a sequence of phonemes. 

Concatenative morphology (since a word is composed of a number of morphemes 

concatenated together) uses the following types of affixes: 

 Prefixes: A Prefix is an affix that is attached in front of a stem. 

• e.g. admission -  readmission 

adhikruthaM  - anadhikruthaM  ‘Legal – Illegal’ 

 Suffixes: A Suffix is an affix that is attached after the stem. Suffixes are used 

derivationally and inflectionally. The plural markers of English and 

Malayalam are examples.  

• e.g.  –ing in telling 

-kaL~ in kuTTikaL~ 

 Circumfixes: A Circumfix is the combination of a prefix and a suffix which 

together express some feature.  Circumfixes can be viewed as really two 

affixes applied one after the other.  

• e.g.  German ge- -t in ge+sag+t  ([have] said) 

 In non-concatenative morphology (morphemes are combined in more 

complex ways) the stem morpheme is split up. The following types of affixes are 

used: 

 Infixes: Infixes are attached in between some phonemes of a stem. 

• e.g.  Californian Jurok, sepolah (field), se+ge+polah (fields)  
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 Transfixes: Transfixes are a special kind of infix involves not only 

discontinuous affixes but also discontinuous bases.  

• e.g.  Hebrew, l+a+m+a+d (he studied), 

 l+i+m+e+d (he taught),  

l+u+m+a+d (he was taught) 

This type of non-concatenative morphology is called templatic or root-and-pattern 

morphology. 

1.9.3 Morphemes 

Morphs are the phonological/orthographical realization Morphemes. A single 

morpheme may be realized by more than one morph. In such cases, the morphs are 

said to be allomorphs of a single morpheme. The following examples demonstrate the 

concept of Morphemes and their realization as morphs. 

For example, in Malayalam, the morph ‘kaL’ is the realization of morpheme 

for denoting plurality.  

 KuTTi + PL     KuTTikaL~   ‘boys’ 

 pakshi + PL    pakshikaL~      ‘birds’ 

But when the same morpheme is attached with a different word, it is realized as a 

different morph. 

 maraM + PL -> marangngaL~   ‘trees’ 

 janaM + PL -> janangngaL ~     ‘people’ 

So the same morpheme can be realized by different morphs in a language. 

These different morphs of a same morpheme are called allomorphs. 

 Free morphemes like town, dog can appear with other lexemes (as in town 

hall or dog house) or they can stand alone, i.e. "free". Free morphemes are 

morphemes, which can stand by themselves as single words, for example maraM 

(‘Tree’) and aabharaNaM (“jewelry’) in Malayalam 
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 Bound morphemes (or affixes) never stand alone. They always appear 

attached with other morphemes like "un-" appears only together with other 

morphemes to form a lexeme. Bound morphemes in general tend to be prefixes and 

suffixes. 

 The word "unbreakable" has three morphemes: "un-" (meaning not x), a 

bound morpheme; "-break-", a free morpheme; and "-able", a bound morpheme. "un-" 

is also a prefix, "-able" is a suffix. Both are affixes.. Bound morphemes are used to 

fulfill grammatical functions as well as productive elements for forming the new 

words. For example kaL and ooTu (the sociative case marker, realized in English as 

‘with’)  of Malayalam, which are used for forming plural forms and denoting case 

relationship respectively.. 

1.9.4 Allomorphs 

 An allomorph is a special variant of a morpheme. e.g. the plural marker in 

English is sometimes realized as [-z],    [-s] or [- ɪz]. The morpheme plural-s has the 

morph "-s" in cats ([kæts]), but "-es" in dishes ([diʃɪz]), and even the soft s, [z], in 

dogs ([dogz]). These are the allomorphs of "-s". It might even change entirely into -

ren in children. A group of allomorphs make up one morpheme class. 

 There are three main types of languages when it comes to morphology: two of 

these are polysynthetic, meaning that words are made up of connected morphemes. 

One type of polysynthetic language is a fusional or inflected language, in which 

morphemes are squeezed together and often changed dramatically in the process. 

English is a good example of a fusional language. The other type of polysynthetic 

language is an agglutinative language, in which morphemes are connected but remain 

more or less unchanged – many Native American languages, as well as Swahili, 

Japanese, German and Hungarian, demonstrate this. Malayalam is an agglutinative 

language.  At the other end of the spectrum are the analytic or isolating languages, in 
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which a great majority of morphemes remain independent words – Mandarin is the 

best example of this. Morphology studies all of these different types of languages and 

how they relate to one another as well. 

 There are two broad classes of ways to form words from morphemes: 

inflection and derivation. 

1.9.5 Inflection 

 Inflection is the combination of a word stem with a grammatical morpheme, 

usually resulting in a word of the same class as the original stem, and usually filling 

some syntactic function, e.g. plural of nouns. 

table (singular) table+s (plural) 

Inflection is productive. 

cat   cats   cats’ 

kuTTi ( boy)  kuTTikaL~ (boys) kuTTikaLuTe ( boys’) 

The meaning of the resulting word is easily predictable. Inflectional morphemes 

modify a word's tense, number, aspect, and so on (as in the dog morpheme if written 

with the plural marker morpheme s becomes dogs).  

1.9.6 Derivation 

Derivation is the combination of a word stem with a grammatical morpheme, 

usually resulting in a word of a different class, often with a meaning hard to predict 

exactly.In case of derivation, the POS of the new derived word may change.  

E.g: 'destroyer' is a noun whereas the root 'destroy' is a verb. 
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Not always productive. Derivational morphemes can be added to a word to create 

(derive) another word: the addition of "-ness" to "happy," for example, to give 

"happiness." 

 In Malayalam, derivational morphology is very common and productive. 

Clauses, in English, like "the one who did" is translated to a single word, "ceytayaaL 

", which is a noun derived from the verb "cey" by concatenating it with tense and 

nominative suffix morphemes. New words can also be derived by concatenating two 

root morphemes.  

1.9.7 Compounding  

 Compounding is the joining of two or more base forms to form a new word. 

For instance, two nouns "paNaM" (money) and "peTTi" (box) can be fused to created 

"paNappeTTi" (box of money). Such frequent root-root fusions are very common in 

written Malayalam. Semantic interpretation of compound words is even more 

difficult than with derivation. Almost any syntactic relationship may hold between the 

components of a compound. 

1.9.8 Word 

   Word is defined as a smallest thought unit vocally expressible composed of 

one or more sounds combined in one or more syllables. A word is a minimum free 

form consisting of one or more morphemes. There are many ways to combine 

morphemes to create words. Four of these methods are common and play important 

roles in speech and language processing: Inflection, Derivation, Compounding and 

Cliticization.       

  Cliticization is the combination of a word stem with a clitic. A clitic is a 

morpheme that acts syntactically like a word , but is reduced in form and attached 
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(phonologically and sometimes orthographically ) to another word. For example the 

English morpheme ‘ve in the word I’ve is a clitic.    

1.9.9 Morphophonemic 

  Morphophonemic involves an investigation of the phonological variations 

within morphemes, (study of phonemic differences between allomorphs of the same 

morpheme ) usually marking different grammatical functions; e.g., the vowel changes 

in “sleep” and “slept,” “bind” and “bound,” “vain” and “vanity,” and the consonant 

alternations in “knife” and “knives,” “loaf” and “loaves. In Malayalam the 

morphophonemic changes are classified into five types based on the types of 

phonemes which are in juxtaposition. 

1.9.10 Morphotactics  

The morphemes of a word cannot occur in a random order. The order in which 

morphemes follow each other is strictly governed by a set of rules called 

Morphotactics.   

The morphemes can be divided into a number of classes and the morpheme sequences 

are normally defined in terms of the sequence of classes. For instance, in Malayalam, 

the case morphemes follow the number morpheme in noun constructions. The other 

way around is not valid. 

  In Malayalam, morphotactics play a very important role in word construction 

and derivation as the language is agglutinative and words are formed by a long 

sequence of morphemes. Rules of morphotactics also serve to disambiguate the 

morphemes that occur in more than one class of morphemes. The analyzer uses these 

rules to identify the structure of words. 
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 For example in Malayalam, the Morphotactics for noun inflection is as 

follows. 

Noun + Gender + Number +Case as in  kuTTikaLuTe  ‘of boys’. 

1.9.11 Morphonology 

 Another phenomenon that is of concern is Morphonology. Morphophonology 

or Sandhi explains the mutations in spelling when morphemes concatenate. The 

mutations are of three kinds: additions, deletions and substitutions. These mutations 

occur at morpheme boundaries during concatenation. These mutations are facilitated 

by the context in which the morphemes concatenate. 

  For instance, when 'pustakaM' (book) concatenates with the plural morpheme 

'kaL~', the output is not 'pustakamkaL~' but 'pustakangngaL~' ('m' is substituted by 

'ngng'). It is important for a morphological analyzer to be equipped with rules that 

govern the variations in spellings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Various Methods of Morphological Analysis 

 Various NLP research groups have developed different methods and 

algorithm for morphological analysis. Some of the algorithms are language dependent 

and some of them are language independent. A brief survey of various methods 

involved in Morphological Analysis includes the following. 

 Finate State Automata (FSA) . 

 Two Level Morphology 

 Finate State Trancendures (FST) . 

 Stemmer Algorithem . 

 Corpus Based Approach 

 DAWG (Directed Acrylic Word Graph) 

 Paradigm Based Approach . 

2.1.1 Finate State Automata (FSA) 

 A finite state machine or finite automation is a model of behavior compose of 

state , transitions and actions . A finite state automaton is a device that can be in one 

of a finite number of states. If the automation is in a final state, when it stops 

working, it is said to accept its input. The input is a sequence of symbols.  

   FSA is used to accept or reject a string in a given language. It uses regular 

expressions. When the automaton is switched on it will be in the initial stage and start 

working. In the final state it will accept or reject the given string. In between the 

initial state and finite state there are transition a process of switching over to another 
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state. Regular expressions are powerful tools for text searching.  FSA can be used to 

represent morphological lexicon and recognition. 

 

 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

AB T S

  Figure 2.1: FSA accepting the input word BATS. 

The FSA in the figure is specifically designed to accept the word BATS. After 

reading the entire input the automaton is in state S5, which is its final state.Hence the 

word is said to be accepted. 

2.1.2 Two Level Morphology 

 Kimmo Koskenniemi, a Finnish computer scientist, produced his dissertation 

Two- level morphology: A general computational model for word-form recognition 

and generation in 1983. This was a major breakthrough in the field of morphological 

parsing. The model was based on the traditional distinction that linguists make 

between morphotactics (specifies in what order morphemes can occur) and 

morphophonemics (accounts for alternate forms or "spellings" of morphemes 

according to the phonological context in which they occur). For example, the word 

chased is analyzed morphotactically as the stem chase followed by the suffix -ed. 

However, the addition of the suffix -ed apparently causes the loss of the  final ‘e’ of 

chase; thus chase and chas are allomorphs or alternate forms of the same morpheme.  

 Koskenniemi thus invented a new way to describe phonological alternations in 

finite-state terms. Instead of cascaded rules with intermediate stages, rules could be 
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thought of as statements that directly constrain the surface realization of lexical 

strings. The rules would not be applied sequentially but in parallel. Koskenniemi 

(1983) constructed an implementation of his constraint-based model that did not 

depend on a rule compiler, composition or any other finite-state algorithm, and he 

called it two-level morphology. Two-level morphology is based on three ideas: 

 Rules are symbol-to-symbol constraints that are applied in parallel, not 

sequentially like rewrite rules. 

 The constraints can refer to the lexical context, to the surface context, or to 

both contexts at the same time. 

 Lexical lookup and morphological analysis are performed in tandem 

 Koskenniemi's model is "two-level" in the sense that a word is represented as 

a direct, letter-for-letter correspondence between its lexical or underlying form and its 

surface form. For example, the word chased is given this two-level representation 

(where + is a morpheme boundary symbol and 0 is a null character):  

  Lexical form:   c   h   a   s   e   +   e   d 

  Surface form:   c   h   a   s   0   0   e   d 

Koskenniemi’s two-level morphology was the first practical general model in 

the 

history of computational linguistics for the analysis of morphologically complex 

languages. The language-specific components, the rules and the lexicon, were 

combined with a universal runtime engine applicable to all languages. 

 The KIMMO parser 
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  The first implementation of a two-level system by  Koskenniemi was in  

Pascal. Doing a Lisp implementation of the two-level model would be a good 

approach and  

Karttunen et.al completed the project and published a collection of papers on the 

topic, along with Lisp code (Karttunen 1983; Gajek et al. 1983). They called it the 

KIMMO system and it inspired many other KIMMO implementations. The most 

popular of these is PC-KIMMO, a free C implementation from the Summer Institute 

of Linguistics (Antworth 1990). 

The KIMMO parser had two analytical components: the rules component and 

the lexical component, or lexicon. First, the rules component consisted of two-level 

rules that accounted for regular phonological or orthographic alternations, such as 

chase versus chas. Second, the lexicon listed all morphemes (stems and affixes) in 

their lexical form and specified morphotactic constraints. The Generator would accept 

as input a lexical form such as spy+s and return the surface form spies. The 

Recognizer would accept as input a surface form such as spies and return an 

underlying form divided into morphemes, namely spy+s, plus a gloss string such as 

N+PLURAL. 

In Europe, two-level morphological analyzers became a standard component 

inseveral large systems for natural language processing such as the British Alvey 

project(Black et al. 1987; Ritchie et al. 1987, 1992), SRI’s CLE Core Language 

Engine (Carter1995), the ALEP Natural Language Engineering Platform (Pulman 

1991) and the MULTEXT project (Armstrong 1996). 

 A compiler for two-level rules 

 In his dissertation Koskenniemi (1983) introduced a formalism for two-level 

rules. The semantics of two-level rules was well-defined but there was no rule 

compiler available at the time. Koskenniemi and other early practitioners of two-level 
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morphology constructed their rule automata by hand. This is tedious in the extreme 

and very difficult for all but very simple rules.The first two-level rule compiler was 

written in InterLisp by Koskenniemi and Lauri Karttunen  in 1985-87 using Kaplan’s 

implementation of the finite-state calculus (Koskenniemi 1986; Karttunen, 

Koskenniemi, and Kaplan 1987). The current C version two-level compiler, called 

TWOLC, was created at PARC (Karttunen and Beesley 1992). It has extensive 

systems for helping the linguist to avoid and resolve rule conflicts, the bane of all 

large-scale two-level descriptions. 

 The PC-KIMMO parser 

In 1990, the Summer Institute of Linguistics produced PC-KIMMO version 1, 

an implementation of the two-level model that closely followed Karttunen's KIMMO.      

Written in C, it ran on personal computers such as IBM PC compatibles and the 

Macintosh as well as UNIX. PC-KIMMO was quite good at what it was designed to 

do-tokenize a word into a sequence of tagged morphemes. But it had a serious 

deficiency: it could not directly determine the part of speech of a word or its 

inflectional categories.  

 For example, given the word enlargements, PC-KIMMO could tokenize it into 

the sequence of morphemes en+large+ment+s and gloss each morpheme, but it could 

not determine that the entire word was a plural noun. This meant that PC-KIMMO 

was not adequate to act as a morphological front end to a syntactic parser- its most 

desirable application. 

 It is of interest to computational linguists, descriptive linguists, and those 

developing natural language processing systems. The program is designed to generate 

(produce) and/or recognize (parse) words using a two-level model of word structure 

in which a word is represented as a correspondence between its lexical level form and 

its surface level form. 
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 The PC-KIMMO program is actually a shell program that serves as an 

interactive user interface to the primitive PC-KIMMO functions. These functions are 

available as a C-language source code library that can be included in a program 

written by the user. 

A PC-KIMMO description of a language consists of two files provided by the user: 

    (1) a rules file, which specifies the alphabet and the phonological (or spelling) 

      rules, and 

    (2) a lexicon file, which lists lexical items (words and morphemes) and their 

            glosses, and encodes morphotactic constraints. 

 The theoretical model of phonology embodied in PC-KIMMO is called two-

level phonology. In the two-level approach, phonology is treated as the 

correspondence between the lexical level of underlying representation of words and 

their realization on the surface level. For example, to account for the rules of English 

spelling, the surface form spies must be related to its lexical form `spy+s as follows 

(where ` indicates stress, + indicates a morpheme boundary, and 0 indicates a null 

element): 

     Lexical Representation:  ` s p y + 0 s 

     Surface Representation:  0 s p i 0 e s 

Rules must be written to account for the special correspondences `:0, y:i, +:0, and 0:e. 

 The two functional components of PC-KIMMO are the generator and the 

recognizer. The generator accepts as input a lexical form, applies the phonological 

rules, and returns the corresponding surface form. It does not use the lexicon. The 

recognizer accepts as input a surface form, applies the phonological rules, consults  
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the lexicon, and returns the corresponding lexical form with its gloss. Figure 1 shows 

the main components of the PC-KIMMO system. 

                      

          Figure 2.2  Components of PC-KIMMO 

 Around the components of PC-KIMMO shown in figure 1 is an interactive 

shell program that serves as a user interface. When the PC-KIMMO shell is run, a 

command-line prompt appears on the screen. The user types in commands which PC-

KIMMO executes. The shell is designed to provide an environment for developing, 

testing, and debugging two-level descriptions. The PC-KIMMO functions are 

available as a source code library that can be included in another program. This 

means that the user can develop and debug a two-level description using the PC-

KIMMO shell and then link PC-KIMMO's functions into his own program. 

 When you parse a word, you must first tokenize it into morphemes. This 

tokenizing is done by the rules and lexicon. When a surface word is submitted to PC-

KIMMO's Recognizer, the rules and lexicon analyze the word into a sequence of 

morpheme structures. A morpheme structure consists of a lexical form, its gloss, its 

category, and its features. For example, the word enlargements is tokenized into this 

sequence of morpheme structures: 
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PC-KIMMO is a significant development for the field of applied natural 

language processing. Up until now, implementations of the two-level model have 

been available only on large computers housed at academic or industrial research 

centers. As an implementation of the two-level model, PC-KIMMO is important 

because it makes the two-level processor available to individuals using personal 

computers. Computational linguists can use PC-KIMMO to investigate for 

themselves the properties of the two-level processor. Theoretical linguists can explore 

the implications of two-level phonology, while descriptive linguists can use PC-

KIMMO as a field tool for developing and testing their phonological and 

morphological descriptions. Finally, because the source code for the PC-KIMMO's 

generator and recognizer functions is being made available, those developing natural 

language processing applications (such as a syntactic parser) can use PC-KIMMO as 

a morphological front end to their own programs. 

 How two-level rules work 

  To understand how two-level rules work, consider rule,  

         t:c => ___ i 

  The operator => in this rule means that lexical t is realized as surface c only 

(but not always) in the environment preceding i: i. The correspondence t:c declared in 

the rule is a special correspondence. A two-level description containing rule must also 

contain a set of default correspondences, such as t:t, i:i, and so on. The sum of the 

special and default correspondences are the total set of valid correspondences or 

feasible pairs that can be used in the description. 

 If a two-level description-containing rule (and all the default correspondences 

also) were applied to the lexical form tati, the PC-KIMMO generator would proceed 
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as follows to produce the corresponding surface form. Beginning with the first 

character of the input form, it looks to see if there is a correspondence declared for it. 

Due to rule it will find that lexical t can correspond to surface c, so it will begin by 

positing that correspondence.  

      

          LR:   t  a  t  i 

                   | 

        Rule:    

                   | 

          SR:   c 

  At this point the generator has entered rule. For the t:c correspondence to 

succeed, the generator must find an i:i correspondence next. When the generator 

moves on to the second character of the input word, it finds that it is a lexical a; thus 

rule fails, and the generator must back up, undo what it has done so far, and try to 

find a different path to success. Backing up to the first character, lexical t, it tries the 

default correspondence t:t.  

      LR:   t  a  t  i 
         | 

   Rule: | 

         | 

   SR:   t 

       The generator now moves on to the second character. No correspondence for 

lexical a has been declared other than the default, so the generator posits a surface a. 
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      LR: t  a  t  i 
       |  | 

Rule:  |  | 

       |  | 

 SR:   t  a         

 Moving on to the third character, the generator again finds a lexical t, so it 

enters rule and posits a surface c.  

    LR:   t  a  t  i 

          |  |  | 

  Rule:   |  |  29 

          |  |  | 

    SR:   t  a  c 

 Now the generator looks at the fourth character, a lexical i. This satisfies the 

environment of rule , so it posits a surface i, and exits rule  

             LR: t  a  t  i 
          |  |  |  | 

     Rule:|  |  29 | 

          |  |  |  | 

      SR: t  a  c  i 

  Since there are no more characters in the lexical form, the generator outputs 

the surface form taci. However, the generator is not done yet. It will continue 

backtracking, trying to find alternative realizations of the lexical form. First it will 

undo the i:i correspondence of the last character of the input word, then it will 

reconsider the third character, lexical t. Having already tried the correspondence t:c, it 

will try the default correspondence t:t.       
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     LR:   t  a  t  i 
         |  |  | 

  Rule:  |  |  | 

         |  |  | 

    SR:  t  a  t 

  Now the generator will try the final correspondence i:i and succeed, since rule 

does not prohibit t:t before i (rather it prohibits t:c in any environment except before 

i).        

  LR:   t a  t i 

          |  |  |  | 

  Rule:   |  |  |  | 

          |  |  |  | 

    SR:   t  a  t  i 

  All other backtracking paths having failed, the generator quits and outputs the 

second surface form tati. The procedure is essentially the same when two-level rules 

are used in recognition mode (where a surface form is input and the corresponding 

lexical forms are output).  

2.1.3 Finate State Trancedures ( FST)   

 FST is an advanced version of FSA. FST is used to represent the lexicon 

computationally . It can be done by accepting the principle of two level morphology . 

The two level morphology represents a word as a correspondence between lexical 

level and surface level . An FST is represented as a two tape automaton. We can 

combine lexicon, orthographic rules and spelling variations in the FST to build a 

morphological analyzer .Tamil morphological analyser utilizes this principle side by 

side with paradigm. 
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 How finite state machines work 

  The basically mechanical procedure for applying two-level rules makes it 

possible to implement the two-level model on a computer by using a formal language 

device called a finite state machine. The simplest finite state machine is a finite state 

automaton (FSA), which recognizes (or generates) the well-formed strings of a 

regular language (a certain type of formal language---see Chomsky 1965). While 

finite state machines are commonplace in computer science and formal language 

theory (see, for instance, Hopcroft and Ullman 1979), they may not be familiar to all 

linguists. They have, however, had their place in the linguistic literature. Most widely 

known would be chapter 3 of Chomsky's Syntactic Structures (1957) in which finite 

state grammars are dismissed as an inadequate model for describing natural language 

syntax. Other notable treatments of finite state automata in the linguistic literature are 

Chomsky 1965 and Langendoen 1975. A good introduction to finite state automata 

written for linguists is chapter 16 of Partee and others 1987.  

   For example, consider the regular language L1 consisting of the symbols a 

and b and the "grammar" abNa where N >= 0. Well-formed strings or "sentences" in 

this language include aa, aba, abba, abbba, and so on. The language L1 is defined by 

the FSA in figure . 

   

                               Figure 2.3   FSA   for L1. 
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  An FSA can also be represented as a state transition table. The FSA above is 

represented as this state table:      

        a  b 

           ---- 

        1. 2  0 

        2. 3  2 

        3: 0  0 

  The rows of the table represent the three states of the FSA diagram, with the 

number of the final state marked with a colon and the numbers of the nonfinal states 

marked with periods. The columns represent the arcs from one state to another; the 

symbol labeling each arc in the FSA diagram is placed as a header to the column. The 

cells at the intersection of a row and a column indicate which state to make a 

transition to if the input symbol matches the column header. Zero in a cell indicates 

that there is no valid transition from that state for that input symbol. The 0 transitions 

in state 3 say that once the machine gets to that state, the string is not accepted if there 

are remaining input symbols.  

  A finite state transducer (FST) is like an FSA except that it simultaneously 

operates on two input strings. It recognizes whether the two strings are valid 

correspondences (or translations) of each other. For example, assume the first input 

string to an FST is from language L1 above, and the second input string is from 

language L2, which corresponds to L1 except that every second b is c. 

 L1: abbbba 

 L2: abcbca 
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 Figure 2 shows the FST in diagram form. Note that the only difference from 

an FSA is that the arcs are labeled with a correspondence pair consisting of a symbol 

from each of the input languages.  

 

   

  Figure 2.4  FST diagram for the correspondence between languages L1 

and L2 

  FSTs can also be represented as tables, the only difference being that the 

column headers are pairs of symbols, such as a:a and b:c. For example, the following 

table is equivalent to the FST diagram in figure 2.2.  

               a b b 

           a b c 

           ----- 

        1. 2 0 0 

        2. 4 3 0 

        3. 4 0 2 

        4: 0 0 0 
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      2.1.4   Stemmer 

 Stemmer is used to stripping of affixes. It uses a set of rules containing list of 

stems and replacement rules. 

 E.g: writing   write  +  ing 

For a stemmer programme we have to specify all possible affixes with replacement 

rules.  

 E.g. ational  ate      relational  relate 

          tional tion    conditional  condition  

 The most widely used stemmer algorithm is Potter algorithm . The algorithm is 

available free of cost  http://www.tartarus.org/martin/PotterStemmer/. There are some 

attempts to develop stemmer for Indian Languages also. IIT Bombay & NCST 

Bombay have developed stemmer for Hindi [Manish , Anantha] . 

2.1.5 Corpus Based Approach 

  Corpus is a large collection of written text belong to a particular language . 

Raw corpus can be used for morphological analysis .It takes raw corpus as input and 

produces a segmentation of the word forms observed in the text. Such segmentation 

resembles morphological segmentation. Morfessor1.0 developed in Helsinki 

University is a corpus based language independent morphological segmentation 

program. The LTRC Hyderabad successfully developed a corpus based 

morphological analyzer . The program combines paradigm based approach as well 

corpus based approach. 
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  2.1.6  DAWG (Directed Acrylic Word Graph) 

  DAWG is a very efficient data structure for lexicon representation and fast 

string matching, with a great variety of application. This method has been 

successfully implemented for Greek language by University of Partas Greece. 

DAWG data structure can be used for both morphological analysis and generation. 

This approach is language independent it does not utilizes any morphological rules or 

any other special linguistic information. [Sagarbas, 2000]. The method can be tested 

for Indian languages also . 

 

     

    Figure 2.5  DAWG 

 

2.1.7 Paradigm Approach 

 A paradigm defines all the word form of a given stem and also provides a 

feature structure with every word form .The paradigm based approach is efficient for 

inflectionally rich languages. The ANUSAARAKA research group has developed a 
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language independent paradigm based morphological compiler program for Indian 

Languages. 

 This or a variant of this scheme has been used widely in NLP. The linguist or the 

language expert is asked to provide different tables of word forms covering the words 

in a language. Each word-forms table covers a set of roots which means that the roots 

follow the pattern (or paradigm) implicit in the table for generating their word forms. 

Almost all Indian language morphological analyzers are developed using this method. 

Based on paradigms the program generates add delete string for analyzing. Paradigm 

approach rely on findings that the different types of word paradigms are based on 

their morphological behaviour.  

Words are categorized as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and postpositions.  

Each category will be classified into certain types of paradigms based on their 

morphophonemic behavior.  For example noun maraM  (tree) belongs to a paradigm 

class is different form adhyaapika (teacher) which belongs to a different paradigm 

class as they behave differently morphophonemically. 

• maraM, maratte, marattil~, marttinRe, marattooTu, marattil~ninnum 

• adhyaapika, adhyaapikaye, adhyaapikayil~, adhyaapikayuTe,  

adhyaapikayooTu, adhyaapikayil~ninnum 

   Case 

 Number  direct 

 Singular  maraM           (Tree) 

 Plural  maraffalYZ   (Trees) 

 WORD FORM TABLE 
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   Case 

 Number  direct 

 Singular  (0,Φ) 

 Plural   (M,ffalYZ) 

 

 ADD DELETE STRING 

2.1.8 Suffix Stripping 

 Suffix Stripping is another one method used for analyzing the words in a 

language. In highly agglutinative languages such as Malayalam, a word is formed by 

adding suffixes to the root or stem. Absolutely no prefixes and circumfixes are there 

in Malayalam. But morphologically highly complex words exist in such languages, 

which are formed by continuously adding suffixes to the stem. Suffix Stripping 

method make use of this property of the language, i.e., having complex suffixes 

attached to the stem. Once the suffix is identified, the stem of the whole word can be 

obtained by removing that suffix and applying proper sandhi rules. 

 Thus the general format of the morphological analyzer of Malayalam 

is  

 Word            stem + suffixes 

 The two main grammatical category of Malayalam are Noun and Verb. 

Stem is either a verb stem or a noun stem.  

The suffix stripping method makes use of a stem dictionary (for identifying a 

valid stem), a suffix dictionary, containing all possible suffixes that nouns/verbs in 

the language can have (to identify a valid suffix), morphotactics rules and 

morphophonemic rules or sandhi rules. Nouns can have case markers as their 
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suffixes. Normally verbs inflect for tense, aspect and mood.  Thus the verbal forms 

are stripped into suffixes which denote different tenses, moods and aspects.  For 

example, the verbal form paaTikkoNTirunnu will be analysed as follows: 

i ‘conjunctive particle’ 

koNTiru ‘continuous aspect’ 

nnu ‘past tense’ 

paaT   ‘sing’  

2.2 Related Works 

2.2.1 NLP works in  C-DAC 

C-DAC, Thiruvananthapuram ( formerly ER&DCI), is one of the thirteen 

Resource Centres (Resource Centre for Indian Language Technology Solutions) set 

up across the country by the Ministry of Communications and Information 

Technology, Govt. of India under the TDIL (Technology Development for Indian 

Languages) programme. The Language of focus at C-DAC Thiruvananthapuram is 

Malayalam, the official language of the state of Kerala.  

  Development of Malayalam enabled core technologies and products would 

give an impulse to IT enabled services in the state. The comprehensive IT solutions 

developed would enable the citizens of Kerala to enhance their quality of life using 

the benefits of modern computer and communications technology through Malayalam 

They have been successful in developing a variety of tools and technologies for 

Malayalam computerization and taking IT to the common Malayalee in his local 

language. Various Government departments have purchased “Aksharamaala” 

software for Malayalam word processing. Ezuthachan, the Malayalam Tutor, also 

have good demand among non resident Malayalees. 
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The range of C-DAC’s products includes: 

 Knowledge Tools for Malayalam such as Portal, Fonts, Morphological 

Analyzer, Spell checker, Text Editor, Search Engine and Code Converters. 

 Knowledge Resources like Malayalam Corpora, Trilingual (English-Hindi-

Malayalam) Online Dictionary and Knowledge bases for Literature, Art and 

Culture of Kerala. 

 Human Machine Interface systems comprising of Optical Character 

Recognition and Text to Speech Systems. 

 Services like E-Commerce application and E-Mail Server in Malayalam and  

 Language Tutors for Malayalam and English.  

2.2.2 Indian Language to Indian Language Machine Translation System (ILMT) 

The Linguistic Department of Tamil University, Thanjavur, in collaboration 

with AUKBC and IIT Hyderabad, is currently working on ILMT project. The 

objective of this project is to develop machine translation system from Indian 

languages to Indian languages. They are doing Tamil to Malayalam and Malayalam 

to Tamil machine translation. The systems would be real-life systems, with a given 

level of translation accuracy, and they would be capable of further improvement 

using machine learning techniques. It will also lead to the development of basic tools 

and lexical resources for Indian languages, such as POS taggers, chunkers, morph 

analysers, bidirectional bilingual dictionaries, annotated corpora, etc. The general 

framework of the system would be domain independent but the domains presently 

included are Tourism, General and Health.  

 The system first deals with the analysis of the source language and then 

the translation to the target language is done based on the analysis. Since the Indian 

languages are mostly similar and share almost same grammatical structures, mainly 

shallow parsing would be done to extend. Other modules involved are Pruning, 

Lexical Substitution, Word Generation and the Sentence Generation. These modules 
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are used for the bilingual mapping. A transfer grammar would give the mappings 

between source language constructions and target language constructions. Annotated 

corpus is used for training the POS and Chunking process.  

2.2.3 Morphological Analyzer for Malayalam  

 IIT, Hyderabad, along with Linguistic Department of Tamil University, is 

working on a Morphological Analyser for the language Malayalam. This morph 

analyzer is based on Paradigm method and they are using ANUSAARAKA tool for 

developing it. The system is in testing stage and it includes the morphological 

analysis of seven categories of Malayalam language. They are verb, noun, adjective, 

adverb, NSP, Post Position and avyaya. The system is almost in a working stage and 

now the group is resolving the issues noticed in the testing phase. 

2.2.3.1 Morphological analyzer for Malayalam Nouns 

 Aswathy. P.V, Center for Excellence in Computational Engg. and 

Networking, Amrita University , in her M.Tech Project thesis describes how we can 

develop a Morphological Analyzer for Malayalam Nouns, following Paradigm based 

approach. 

Morphological Generation Using Paradigms: 

 . The figure shows the root forms of the word maraM (tree). There are 

several different word forms for the word maraM. An expert in Malayalam language 

can easily provide these forms by agglutinating suffixes. There will be many more 

other words, for instance AbaraNaM (jewelry), word forms of which are generated in 

the same way as that of maraM. Hence it is said that maraM and AbaraNaM follows 

the same paradigm ; the name of the paradigm is maraM. 
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Case 

Number Direct 

Singular maraM 

Plural maraffalYZ 

  

   Table 2.1 Root forms of maraM 

Case 

Number Direct 

Singular AbaraNaM 

Plural AbaraNaffalYZ 

 

   Table 2.2  Root forms of AbaraNaM 

There is an algorithm for forming the paradigm table once the wordforms of all words 

are obtained .The paradigm table for maraM class is as follows. 

 

Case 

Number Direct 

Singular (0,θ) 

Plural (1,ffalYZ) 

Table 2.3 Paradigm table for maraM class 
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There is a Dictionary of Roots, where along with the roots the types and grammatical 

information that is common to all the associated endings (that is, word forms), can be 

stored. This leads to efficient storage because there is only one paradigm table for a 

class of roots rather than separate word forms table for each root. 

                       

Root Type Gender 

AbaraNaM (n,maraM) n 

KalabaM (n,maraM) n 

Rama (n,aXyApika) f 

Table 2.4  Dictionary of roots 

 Every language has its own Dictionary of indeclinable words. Using this 

Dictionary, Paradigm tables and Dictionary of roots, one can generate a word form  

when a root and desired feature values are given. The algorithm requires that  the 

roots in the Dictionary of Roots should be kept sorted since searching for an item in a 

sorted list is much faster.It is set up so that given a root and the desired features; one 

can locate the right table and then lock up the right entry. Therefore, the paradigm 

table is also set up for generation. 

Morphological Analysis Using Paradigms: 

     To identify root and grammatical features of a given word, the algorithm used 

can be described as: 

    Input A word w 

    Output A set of lexical entries L (where each lexical entry stands for a root and 

its               
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    Uses Paradigm tables, Dictionary of roots DR, Dictionary of indeclinable 

words DI. Each entry in every paradigm table is scanned and compared with every 

possible suffix for a given word. 

 

 
Paradigm 
tables 

Dictionary or  
roots 

Dictionary of 
indeclinable words 

Morphological analyser 

Lexical entries 
(or answers) 

word 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 2.7 Morphological analyzer input-output 

 Speeding Up Morphological Analysis by Compilation:   

 The search in the paradigm table can be speeded up enormously by analyzing 

the paradigm tables and the information contained therein beforehand, and generating 

another table or data structure suitable for this search. This process is called 

compilation. Once the new data structure is generated, it is used by the morphological 

analyzer, and the paradigm tables are no longer needed. The data structure is based on 

the sorted list of suffixes from the paradigm tables (sorted reverse suffix table). The 

compiler takes all the entries from all the paradigm tables, and rearranges them after 

sorting on the reverse of suffixes. 
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             New data structure D                                                   (b)                                     

                        (a) 

 (a) Compilation of paradigms                          (b) Morphological analysis 

 Figure 2.8 Morphological analysis using sorted reverse suffix table. 

 
Implementation Algorithm     

Purpose To identify root and grammatical features of a given word. 

Input A word w 
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Output A set of lexical entries L (where each lexical entry stands for a root and 

grammatical features) 

Uses Sorted reverse suffix table RST, Dictionary of roots DR, Dictionary of 

indeclinable words DI. 

Algorithm 

 1. L := empty set; 

 2. If w is in DI with entry b then add b to set L. 

 3. for i := 0 to length of w do 

let S = suffix of length i in w  

if reverse(s) is in RST 

then for each entry b associated with reverse(s) in RST do begin 

proposed-root = (w - suffix s) + string to be added from root if 

(proposed-root is in dictionary of roots) and (the root has paradigm 

type P in b), then construct a lexical entry 1 by combining (a) features 

given for the proposed root in DR, and (b) features associated with b.  

add l to L 

end of begin for each entry 

                 end for i 

            4. If L is empty then return (“unknown word w”) else return (L)  

End algorithm 
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  22 paradigms were added to do morphological analysis  and 10567 noun stems 

have been tested. There were around 5,40,000 words in the EMILEE corpus. Among 

them almost 50000 words were recognized almost correctly as Nouns. The programm 

is still under development.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MALAYALAM VERB MORPHOLOGY 

3.1 Malayalam Language 

 Malayalam is the mother language the state Kerala. It is one among the 22 

official languages of India. Total number of speakers of the language is more than 35 

million spreading along the regions Kerala, Lakshadweep, and Pondichery. 

 Malayalam is a language of the Dravidian family and is one of the four major 

languages of this family with a rich literary tradition. It is very close to Tamil, one of 

the major languages of the same family. This was due to the extensive cultural 

synthesis that took place between the speakers of the two languages. . The origin of 

Malayalam as a distinct language may be traced to the last quarter of 9th Century 

A.D. (Ramaswamy Iyer., 1936). Throughout its gradual evolution Malayalam has 

been influenced by the various circumstances prevailed on different periods. 

  Mainly Malayalam was influenced by Sanskrit and Prakrit brought into 

Kerala by Brahmins. After the 11th century a unique mixture of the native languages 

of Kerala and Sanskrit known as ‘Manipravalam’ served as the medium of literary 

expression. Malayalam absorbed a lot from Sanskrit, not only in the lexical level, but 

also in the phonemic, morphemic and grammatical levels of language. There are 

different spoken forms in Malayalam even though the literary dialect through out 

Kerala is almost uniform. 

The formation of the State Institute of Languages in 1968 was a step for the 

adoption of Malayalam as the official language of Kerala state. The institute is trying 

to change the medium of instruction into Malayalam by preparing glossaries and 

university level text books in Malayalam. To facilitate legislation in Malayalam the 

Kerala official language Act was passed in 1969. The advancement of modern 
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structural linguistics has led to a systematic, scientific and methodological study of 

comparative Dravidian especially with reference to phonology. L.V Ramaswamy 

Iyer’s contribution to Dravidian Linguistics especially Tulu and Malayalam , is 

noteworthy. He wrote all aspects of Malayalam linguistics - comparative phonology, 

morphology and etymology.  

3.2 Verb Morphology 

‘daatu’ (Base) is the utterance denoting action. 

• iLaki            iLak 

• naTannu    naTa 

 We have to consider the changes effected in the base according to the 

different senses associated with the action, namely their form, character, time, manner 

etc. 

3.2.1 Base forms: 

 The Bases which in addition to their own meanings give an extra meaning like 

persuation are designated as ‘pṛayoojaka’ (Causative) Bases. Those which do not 

have such a special meaning are called ‘keevala’ (Simple) Bases. Thus Bases are by 

nature two types. ‘bharikkunnu’(rules) is a Simple Base and bharippikkunnu (causes 

to rule) is a Causative Base. 

 Simple  ezhutunnu (writes)   

 Causative ezhutikkunnu (causes to write) 

3.2.2  Nature: 

 Certain Simple Bases have the form of Causative Bases. Such Bases are called 

‘kaarita’ , and others are called ‘akaarita’.Thus kaaritas are Bases which are simple in 
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meaning but Causative in form.Whether a Base is kaarita or akaarita has to be 

understood from the text of the Base itself. This difference is restricted to Bases 

ending in a vowel or a ‘cil’. 

kaaritas :   patḥikkun nu (learn)  

    pitịkkun nu (catch) 

akaaritas :  paaṭun nu (sing),  

   kaaṇun nu (see) 

3.2.3 Tense  

 There are morphologically distinct tenses in the language, and these are 

labeled as ‘past’, ’present’ and ‘future’. The combination of the three tenses with 

different aspects and moods are used for a given time specification. Tense is the last 

feature marked on the verb form and follows causative and aspect suffixes. 

 Past tense is marked by ‘-i’ added to the verb root or derived stem, or by ‘-u’ 

preceded by one or another of a range of consonants or consonant sequences. The 

selection of the appropriate past tense suffix depends on a combination of 

morphological and phonological conditioning. 

 Present tense is marked by ‘-unnu’ suffixed to the verb root or derived stem. 

The future tense is marked by ‘-uM’ (occasionally ‘uu’) suffixed to the verb root or 

derived stem. The use of ‘uu’ is restricted to sentences in which one element carries 

the emphatic particle ‘-ee’. 

3.2.3.1 Use of formally Distinct Tenses 

Universal time reference: 

 For universal time reference both future and present tense forms occur. The 

influence of English is sometimes cited for the use of the present tense. For the 
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habitual actions of an individual, the future is normally used, though the use of the 

present imperfective or the simple present is not entirely excluded. 

 Eg: avan divaseena iviTe varuM . (He comes here daily). 

njaan ennum raavile anpalathil pookunnuNT. (I go to the temple every 

morning). 

For what are regarded as eternal truths, the future is used. 

Eg: cuuTaayaal~  veNNa urukuM (Butter will melt when heated). 

 For generic statements , the present is generally used, though the future too is 

possible. 

 Eg: suuryan kizhakk udikkuM. (The rises in the east). 

   paSu paal~ tarunnu. (Cow give milk). 

 The present is also used for events that recur at regular intervals. 

 Eg:  

Referece to present time: 

 Referece to present is by present tense forms. 

 Eg: en 

If the ongoing nature of the present action is being noted , an imperfective aspect will 

be used. 

 Eg: kuTTi karayunnuNT ( The child is crying). 
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Reference to past time: 

 It is by means of past tense forms.  

 Eg: njaan innale maTangngi vannu (I returned yesterday). 

  To sress that much time has passed since an event occurred , the past perfect is 

used. 

 Eg; paNTorikkal njaan iviTe vannirunnu. (I cane here once long ago). 

Future time: 

 A variety of tense, aspectual and modal forms are used to refer to future states, 

events and actions.the purposive infinitive may be used in conjunction with the verb 

‘pookuka’ (go). The future tense is marked by ‘-uM’ (occasionally ‘uu’) suffixed to 

the verb root or derived stem. The use of ‘uu’ is restricted to sentences in which one 

element carries the emphatic particle ‘-ee’. If the latter is added to the verb, it is 

suffixed to an infinitive form (-uka) and is followed by –uLLuu. 

 Eg: avan naaLe varuM (He will come tomorrow). 

  Avan varukayeeyuLLuu. (he will just come). 

The modal suffix –aaM is suffixed directly to the verb stem, may be used to 

refer to future time.If used with the first person singular or a first person plural 

pronoun , it expresses a commitment to a future course of action or willingness to do 

something. When used with a third person subject, it indicates a possibility. To 

express  a casual or indifferent consent with a first person subject, the form –eekkaaM 

is suffixed to a past tense stem. 

 Eg: inn mazha peyyaaM ( It may rain today). 
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  njaan vanneekkaaM (I may come). 

  The combination of an infinitive with ‘pookuka’ is frequently used to refer to 

a future event , particularly if intention is to be indicated. 

 Eg: njaan kooleejil~ ceeraan~ pookunnu (I am going to join college). 

 Imperfective forms are used for future time reference. 

 Eg: naaLe ellaaruM pookunnuNT (Everyone is going tomorrow). 

3.2.3.2 Tense Markers 

In tense, the suffixes i, um, and unnu denote past, future and present 

respectively. 

Example: 

Base  Past  Future  Present 

 

  iLak – to move   iLaki    iLakuM   iLakunnu 

  minn – to glitter  minni  minnum minnunnu 

  vilas – to shine  vilasi  vilasum vilasunnu 

If the Base ends in vowel or cil, the past suffix will be ‘tu’ instead of i. 

E.g; 

kaaN –to see  kanNTu 

tozh – to bow tozhutu 

tin – to eat  tinnu (tintu) 

 In kaarita Bases, the ‘t’ of suffix ‘tu’ is geminated to form ‘ttu’. In akaarita it 

has to be ‘ntu’ by addition of ‘n’.  
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E.g; 

koTu – to give  kotTuttu 

manNa – to smell  manNattu 

ceeṛ~ – to join ceer~NTu= ceer~nnu 

karaL ̣ -to gnaw karaLNTu = karaNTu 

 In Bases, which end in labial a it is ‘ntu’ even when the Base is kaaritam. 

When the Base ends in Palatal Vowel, in both the ‘ntu’ and ‘ttu’ forms of the suffix 

tu, there will be Palatalisation and Nasal assimilation making them  ‘ccu’ and ‘ññu’ 

respectively. 

E.g: 

aLi – to melt aLinjnju 

kara – to cry karanjnju 

aTị  – to beat aTịccu 

vai – to place  vaccu 

 Bases which are ‘eekamaatra’, i.e, containing a short vowel only , ending in k, 

r,̣ or t ̣take the suffix tu as past marker. It dissolves in k, R, t and gives the effect of 

their gemination. 

E.g: 

puk – to enter     + tu    =  pukku 

                  aṚ  – to break     + tu    =  aRRu 

If the Base is not ‘eekamaatra’, it will be ‘i' as in  iLak  iLaki         

In Tense, R ̣is not a cil, y is a cil , r and L behaves as cil in some instances and as not 

cil in some other instances. 

Example: 
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 r ̣ --  maaR (to move)̣ maaRi 

   amaR ̣(to growl) amaRi 

 y  --  cey (to do)  ceytu 

   pey (to rain)  peytu 

 r--(cil)  ceer (to join)  ceer~nnuu 

   kavar ( to rob)  kavar~nnu 

 r -(consonant) vaar (to scoop) vaari 

   koor (to draw)  koori 

 l ̣--(cil)  uruL ̣(to roll)  uruNTu 

   varaL ̣(to become varaNTu 

    dry) 

 l ̣-(consonant) muuL (to hum) muuLi 

   aruL (to grant)  aruLi 

The occurances of the suffix ‘tu’ is different in different contexts. There are certain 

forms which do not belong to any of them. 

E.g: 

 poo (to go)  pooyi 

 caa (to die)  cattu 

 aa (to become)  aayi                                                                                                                

What we have termed as Verb which denotes action is called’vina’ in Tamil.It is of 

two types with regard to its formation. 

 muRRuvina (Finite Verb) 

 paRRuvina (Non-Finite Verb) 

 The Verb which is full, i.e., complete in action, is muRRuvina; that which is 

added or depends on another for completion of the sense and acts as a modifier is 

paRRuuvina. 
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The unit to which paRRuvina is added is a Noun or a Verb. Hence paRRuvina has 

two divisions. 

 peereccam or naamaamgam (Relative Participle) 

 vinayeccam or kṛiyaamgam (Verbal Participle) 

E.g: avan~ paRanjnja vaakku keeTTu ellaavarum vismayiccu (All became 

surprised by hearing his word) 

 vismayiccu    -----    muRRuvina 

 keettu  ----    paRRuvina, vinayeccam 

 paṛañña -----   paRRuvina, peereccam  

 A Base with Tense marker would become Verbal Participle and that the verbal 

participle with personal termination gives Finite Verb in Dravidian Languages. The 

addition of personal termination is not necessary in Malayalam. This is true regarding 

Past Tense only. In Malayalam the Future Tense is in the form of Relative Participle 

and not in the form of Verbal participle; in the Present Tense not even a proper 

Verbal participle form is available. The Future Predicate ‘varuM’ in ‘varuM kaalam’ 

(days to come) is Relative Participle. 

3.2.4 Aspect  

 Aspectual forms are built up from three different bases: (i) the infinitive: (ii) 

the verbal root; (iii) the adverbial participle. For the verbs ‘ceyyuka’ (do) and 

‘koTukkuka’ (give) , the following types of bases are obtained. 

(i) ceyyuka   (ii)  ceyy-  (iii) ceyta  

koTukkuka   koTukk  koTutta 

 If an aspect marker with vowel initial is added to bases in set (i), a linking –y 

is added.  
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Perfect aspect 

  There are two sets of forms to indicate a past situation that has 

relevance to a later time. Both sets of forms take the adverbial participle as base. 

 Forms of perfect aspect:  The first form is ‘irikkuka’, which has some 

status as a ‘being’ verb. The present, past and future exponents of this variety of 

perfect are ‘-irikkunnu’, -irunnu, and –irikkuM. 

 Eg: vannirikkunnu (has come). 

  vannirunnu  (had come) 

  vannirikkuM (will have come). 

  The second combines –iTT and uNT to give the following forms for 

the three tenses. 

 Eg: vanniTTuNT   (has come). 

  vanniTTuNTaayirunnu  (had come). 

  vanniTTuNTaakuM  (will have come).  

 One slightly complex form, with –aayirikkuM added to the stem of second 

form , indicates possibility. Eg: vanniTTuNTaayirikkuM ( may have come). 

Use of perfect aspect 

 Present result of a past situation: There are two different forms, which are 

interchangeable. 

  Eg: avan pooyiTTuNT ( He has gone). 

   kuTTikaL~ vannirikkunnu (Children have come). 
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The past tense of a perfect is used when there is a reference to a time in the 

past to which a still earlier past situation had relevance. 

 Eg: DookTar~ ettunnatin munpe roogi mariccirunnu. ( Before the doctor 

arrived, the patient had died). 

The Future perfect fulfils the same sort of function with regard to future time. 

 Eg: ippooL~ ellaaM kazhinjnjirikkuM (Everything will now be over ). 

 A situation holding at least once: to indicate a situation that has held at 

least once in the period leading up to the present. 

 Eg: njaan~ taajmahaaL~ kaNTiTTuNT. ( I have seen the Taj Mahal). 

 A situation still continuing: to indicate explicitly a situation that began in the 

past and is still continuing, (i) the present or present progressive is used, and (ii) the 

adverbial will usually be an –aayi form. 

 Eg: ayaaL~ kuRe neeramaayi kaattirikkunnu ( kaattukoNTirikkunnu)   (He 

has been waiting for a long time). 

Different ways of aspect 

3.2.4.1 Perfective 

 A number of verbal lexemes take on a quasi-auxiliary status and form a 

compound verbal construction with the adverbial participle of  what is the main verb 

in the sentence or clause, when a situation is viewed in its totality. The set of  these 

auxiliaries include ituka (drop), viTuka (let go), kaLayuka (lose), vekkuka(put down), 

pookuka (go). The first two of these indicate the completion of the action; kaLayuka 

also express completion, but more forcefully; vekkuka has an element of finality. 
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 Eg: paSukkaLe azhicciTuu ( let loose the cows).   

  kuTTiye basil~ kayaRRiviTTu ( The put the child on the bus). 

  kaLLan~ ooTikkaLanjnju. (The thief ran away). 

  svattellaaM makkaL~kk ezhutiveccu (He left all his property to 

his children). 

  poovellaaM vaaTippoyi (All the flowers withered). 

3.2.4.2 Imperfective 

 Within the area of imperfective, there are separate forms that are primarily 

concerned with habitual actions and with continuous actions.The two forms are: (i) 

present tense + uNT and (ii) infinitive + aaN. 

 Eg:  avan vaayikkunnuNT  (vaayikkukayaaN)  ( He is reading). 

 Differences can sometimes be seen between the two forms. Thus from the 

following examples , first could be a response to such a question as ‘How is the child 

in his studies?’, and the second to a question as ‘What is the child doing?’. 

 Eg: kuTTi nallavaNNaM paThikkunnuNT  ( The child is studying well). 

  kuTTi paThikkukayaaN ( The child is studying). 

 

3.2.4.3 Habitual 

 One of the uses of the future tense is to be the indication of habitual actions 

whether these are in the future or in the present. 

 Eg: njaan~ pativaayi anpalattil~ pookuM. ( I go to the temple regularly). 

  avan nuNayee  paRayuu. ( He tells only lies). 
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 Taking the future form as the stem and adding tense/aspect forms of aakuka, is 

used to indicate probable or possible events.Occasionally the simple present tense is 

used when the action is habitual, often with an adverb supporting the same notion. 

 Eg:  paNTokke avan ennuM iviTe varumaayirunnu (Long ago he used to 

come here every day). 

  Njaan~ pativvayi giita vaayikkunnu. ( I read the Gita regularly). 

 Imperfective forms can express habitual action with reference to present and 

future time. W.r.t the past time , the perfect aspect in –irikkuka is sometimes used for 

habitual actions. 

 Eg:  avaL~ varunnuNTaakuM ( She will be coming). 

  njaan ennuM giita vaayiccirunnu (I used to read the Gita every day; 

now I don’t.). 

 The verb -varuka may be appended to an adverbial participle to become a kind 

of auxiliary verb, when it shows continuity of action. 

 Eg: avar~ orumiccu taamasiccuvarunnu.(They continue to stay together). 

 There is a form which is itself inherently habitual.to the verbal stem it adds –

aaR + -uNT + tense. Taking vaayikkuka as the base , we have as present, past and 

future forms: vaayikkaaRuillaNT, vaayikkaaRuNTaayirunnu, 

vaayikkaaRuNTaakuM.The last form indicate probability with regard to the present.  

 The negative forms of the habitual aspect replaces –uNT by illa or as an 

alternative, add illa to the positive form. 

 Eg: vaaRuNtaayirunnilla 
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3.2.4.4 Continuous and progressive 

 The form ‘aaN’ has to do with action that is continuous. This form is not 

always distinguished in use from progressive. The latter form starts from the 

adverbial participle as base , to which are added –koNt + irikkuka in three tense 

forms. ‘pooruka’ may be used to indicate continuity of action. Occasionally PROg 

and IMPERF2 are combined in that order. 

 Eg; uRangngukayaayirunnu. 

  paThiccukoNTirikkuM 

  nookkippoorunnu 

3.2.4.5 Ingressive 

 The beginning of a situation is is expressed by one of the two verbs: 

tuTangnguka and aaraMbhikkuka, which may be preceded by a noun or by the 

purposive  infinitive or in the case of  tuTangnguka , by an adverbial participle. 

 Eg: avan paaTaan~ tuTangngi. (He began to sing). 

  paripaaTikaL~ aaraMbhiccirikkunnu. ( The entertainments have 

begun). 

 In the case of something about to begin, -aar + -aayi may be added to the verb 

stem. 

 Eg: avan paaTaan~ tuTangngaaRaayi ( He is about to begin singing). 

  maraM viizhaaRaayi. ( The tree is about to fall). 

3.2.4.6 Terminative 

 There is no separate aspectual suffix to mark the end of a situation, for which 

purpose the forms marking the perfect aspect is used. Prior completion is explicitly 
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indicated by the verb kazhiyuka , which is used both verbs and with nouns, taking the 

intransitive (kazhiyuka) or transitive (kazhikkuka) form as appropriate. 

 Eg: njaan~ cennappozheekuM avar~ pooyikkazhinjnjirunnu. ( By the time 

I arrived, they had gone). 

  kuLi kazhinjnjuvoo? (Have you finished your bath?) 

 In a series of clauses in which subordination is marked by the use of the 

adverbial participle , the prior completion of the action in one clause before the 

beginning of that in the following can be made explicit by the action of –iTT. 

 Eg: njaan raavile kuLicciTT kaappi kuTiccu. ( In the morning I had my 

bath and then took coffee). 

3.2.4.7 Iterative 

 Sentences in which the iteration is expressed generally have a verb marked for 

progressive aspect supplemented by an adverb indicating repeated action. 

 Eg: maanpazhakkaalatt ii maavil~ ninn maanpazham viiNukoNTirikkuM. 

( During the mango season, mangoes go on falling from this mango tree). 

3.2.4.8 Simultaneous 

 The simultaneity of actions described in two separate clauses exploits the 

adverbial participle strategy. The action in a clause ending in an adverbial participle 

precedes the action in the following clause. If a form which is related to the 

progressive aspect –koNTirikk is suffixed to the adverbial participle, the 

simultaneous of action of this and the following clause is indicated. 
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3.2.5 Mood 

3.2.5.1 Indicative 

The indicative forms of the verb are those which carry no modal overtones. 

The indicative is obligatorily marked for tense. 

3.2.5.2 Conditional forms 

Verb forms in condition clauses are formed by the addition of the suffix ‘aal’ 

to the past tense stem or by the addition of ‘engkil’ to any of the three tense forms. 

For concessionals ‘aaluM’ or ‘engkiluM’ are used in a parallel fashion. In the case of 

unfulfilled conditions, the suffixes are added to perfect stems. In certain contexts 

there are other possibilities for the expression of unfulfilled conditions. 

3.2.5.3 Imperative  

 Imperative forms are second person only and occur in singular, polite singular 

and plural forms. The most basic form corresponds to the root of the verb. Negation is 

marked by a suffix, which does not distinguish singular and plural. Further degrees of 

politeness are manifest in the use of debitive forms. 

3.2.5.4 Optative 

 A wish for something to happen can be expressed, in the case of a third person 

subject, by ‘aTTe’ added to the verb root: 

eg:  avar~ saMsaarikkaTTe ( Let them speak). 

 daivaM ningngaLe rakshikkaTTe (God bless you). 

 The same form is used with a first person subject to ask for permission, as in 

polite leave taking:   
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eg:  njaan~ pookaTTe (May I go?). 

 With a first person inclusive subject, something of the sense of optative is 

expressed by the use of ‘aaM’ with a dative subject. This has been labelled hortative. 

eg: namukk pookaaM (Let's go). 

3.2.5.5 Intentional 

 There is no morphologically distinct intentional mood. The use of       ‘aaM’ 

with a first person singular subject in the nominative, however, expresses a stronger 

commitment to a future course of action than a future tense form in ‘uM’ and 

indicates the speaker's willingness or desire to carry out the action. 

3.2.5.6 Debitive 

 Obligation is expressed by “aNaM”, negative ‘aNTa’, added to a verb stem. 

These forms are criticized forms of ‘veeNaM’ and ‘veeNTa’. They colligate with 

first, second  and third person subjects. 

eg: njaan~ tanne pookaNaM. (I myself must go). 

 ningngaL~ naaLe tanne varaNaM. (You must come tomorrow itself). 

 Another position where the noncliticised forms are used is when as emphatic 

marker comes between verb and marker of debitive mood: 

            eg:        ningngaL~ pooka tanne veeNaM     (You must go). 

            A stronger degree of compulsion with a second person subject can be 

expressed by the future form ‘tiiruu’ along with the emphatic marker ‘ee’.  

eg:  nii pooyee tiiruu (You really must go). 
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 An unavoidable obligation is also expressed by the adverbial form of debitive 

aNaM, eeNTi, followed by the verb varika 'come'. 

eg: njaan~ palareyuM kaaneeNTi vannu (I was obliged to see many 

people). 

           Debitive forms can be differentiated for tense. 

 eg: njaan~ pookaNamaayirunnu  (I had to go). 

 njaan~ pookeeNTataayirunnu (I should have gone ). 

  Negative forms in relation to the debitive depend on whether it is the 

obligation or the proposition that is negated.When it is the obligation that is denied, 

the negative ‘aNTa’ is used. If an obligation exists not to do something, a prohibitive 

marker, ‘kuuTaa’, is used following an adverbial participle. 

eg: nii atu ceyyaNTa  (You need not do that). 

 nii pooyikkuuTaa   (You shouldn't go). 

  The negative imperative is also used to express prohibition, as in nii 

taamasikkarut  'You should not delay'. A further way of expressing an obligation not 

to do something is by the use of an infinitive+paaTilla . 

eg: nii pookaanee paaTilla (You should not go). 

  Once one moves into the area of prohibition, the notions of debitive 

and permission begins to overlap. With regard to the debitive ‘aNaM’ and its negative 

counterpart ‘aNTa’. These take a nominative subject. The same forms are also used 

with a dative subject , in which case they are seen as subject oriented , in the sense 

that they can express the desire of the subject to perform a given action , or the 

subject's feeling that a given action is necessary. 
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eg: enikk pookaNaM (I need to go).  

3.2.5.7 Potential 

  Among the auxiliary verbs and modal; suffixes used to express 

potential, there is some overlap between permission and physical ability, and between 

physical and learned ability. It is nevertheless possible. 

Physical ability 

  Physical ability to perform an action is indicated by a dative subject, 

followed by   1) a verb with the modal suffix ‘aaM’ or 

  2)an infinitive in ‘aan’ + one of the following auxiliary verbs: 

kazhiyuka , paRayuka, saadhikkuka, okkuka , of which the future tense is used if the 

reference is to present time. 

eg:  enikk veegaM naTakkaaM /  enikk veegaM  naTakkaan~ kazhiyuM (I 

can walk fast).  

 avan ii kaar~ ooTikkaan~ paRRunnuNToo? (Can he drive this car?). 

  Physical inability to perform an action is expressed by dative subject + 

infinitive + the negative of one of the auxiliaries listed. An alternative to using one of 

the latter is ‘vayya’, a defective verb which doest not have a corresponding positive 

form. 

eg:  enikk bhaaraM pokkaan~ vayya (I can't lift heavy weights). 

 munp enikk veegaM naTakkaan~ kazhinjnjirunnu  (Earlier I could 

walk fast). 
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3.2.5.8 Permission 

  The shared structure in the expression of physical ability and of 

permission is the use of the dative case + the modal ending ‘aaM’ on the verb; in 

some cases a nominative subject is possible with ‘aaM’. Other possibilities, all taking 

a nominative subject are: i)aTTe  ii) an adverbial participle followed by ‘kooLu’ or 

‘kooTTe’. Of the last pair ‘kooLu’ is used for the granting or permission to the 

addressee and ‘kooTTe’ both for the granting of permission to a third person and for 

requesting permission for the speaker. 

eg: enikk pookaamoo? (Can I go?) 

 ini ninakku pookaaM (Now you may go). 

 avan~ poykkooTTe  (He may go). 

   

  Negation of permission is expressed by (i) a nominative or a dative 

subject + an infinitive + paaTilla or (ii)by a nominative subject + an adverbial 

participle + kuuTaaa: 

eg: aarM iviTe varaan~ paaTilla (No one may come here). 

 njaan~ pooyikkuuTee? (May I not go?). 

  

3.2.5.9 Learned ability  

  In certain contexts, learned ability can be indicated by a simple future 

form: 

 eg: avan~ nannaayi iMgliish saMsaarikkuM  (He speaks English well). 

Two rather more explicit forms overlap the expression of physical ability. Both are 

used with a subject in the dative case. These are (i) the modal suffix ‘aaM’, and (ii) 
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infinitive + ‘kazhiyuM’. Not used for physical ability are various forms of ‘aRiyuka’ 

'know'. 

 eg: avan nannaayi iMgliish saMsaarikkaan~ kazhiyuM (He can speak 

English well). 

 avan nannaayi varaykkaan~ aRiyaaM (He knows how to draw well). 

The most usual form to express lack of learned ability is ‘aRiyilla’, with the 

alternative ‘aRinjnjukuuTaa’. 

 eg: avan kaar~ ooTikkaan~ aRiyilla (He does not know how to drive 

a car). 

3.2.5.10 Degree of Certainity  

  There are ways in which the speaker can indicate the degree of 

certainty with which he makes an assertion. This is exemplified by the sentences 

which show a decreasing degree of certainty from the first ("He will come today')to 

the sixth('He might possibly come today'). 

eg: avan innu varuM. 

 avan innu varaaM. 

 avan innu vannekkaM. 

 avan innu varumaayirikkuM. 

 avan innu vanneekkaM. 

 avan innu varumaayirikkaaM. 

To indicate an inability to attach any degree of certainity to an assertion, a condition 

may be used: 

eg: avan~ vannaal~ vannu  (If he came, he came). 
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  Similarly, for a statement about the present whereabouts of a person, 

there is a scale of certainty in the use of different grammatical forms of the copula: 

uNT> uNTaakum> uNTaakaam. So the examples in the range from 'He is in the 

office now ' to 'He may be in the office now'. 

eg: avan ippoL avide uNT. 

 avan ippoL avide uNTaakum. 

 avan ippoL avide uNTaakam. 

  When a conclusion is being drawn, the debitive suffix ‘anaM’ 

'must/should(be)' may be used.  

  With reference to third person where pairs of sentences are identical 

apart from the endings um and ‘aaM’ , the former is more certain.  With first person , 

on the other hand, ‘aaM’ expresses a strong commitment than um to the action 

proposed. 

  With negative forms, similar scales can be established. Thus the 

following sentences show decreasing certainity:'He is not there', 'He will not be 

there’, ……, 'He might not be there.' 

eg: avan aviTe illa. 

 avan aviTe uNTaakayilla. 

 avan aviTe aayirikkilla. 

 avan aviTe uNTaayirikkilla. 

 avan aviTe illaayirikkuM. 

 avan aviTe illaayirikkaaM. 
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3.2.5.11 Authority For Assertion 

  It is possible to indicate a certain lack of authority for an assertion by 

the use of the sentence – final particle ‘atree’. This implies that the information that is 

being conveyed is the result of hearsay rather then having been gained at first hand, 

and indeed, that the speaker is not altogether convinced of the truth of the statement. 

Hearsay can also be indicated by the use of the verb ‘keeL~kkukka’ , without an 

expressed subject: 'One hears that…' Further possibilities are ‘pooluM’ and the 

quotative particle ‘enn’. 

eg: innale mazha peytu atree (It seems it rained yesterday). 

 at nalla sinima aaNatree (It seems it's a good film). 

 raaman~ varilla ennu keeTTu (I heard that Raman is not coming) .  

3.2.5.12 Hortatory 

  The only explicit hortatory form is namely the modal suffix ‘aaM’ 

with the dative form of the first person plural inclusive pronoun as subject: namukku 

pookaaM 'Let's go'. One form that may be used to give encouragement to the 

addressee is a permissive : ‘kooLuu’ suffixed to an adverbial participle4: 

eg: ningngaL~ pooykkoLLuu. (You go). 

 avanooT paRanjnjooLuu (Tell him. He won't scold you). 

3.2.5.13 Monitory 

  A warning may be given by the use of an imperative  followed by 

‘allee’. 

eg: ooTallee; vazhuti viizhuM  (Don't run; you will slip and fall). 
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3.2.5.14 Narrative And Consecutive 

  No distinct categories exist for these.The sequence of events can be 

indicated by adverbials used as sentence connectors. 

eg:  pinne and enniTT  'then'. 

Contingent  

eg: Today is Saturday, isn't it? He may come. 

If vannekkaaM is substituted, the meaning is essentially the same, but the degree of 

probability is less. In all the verb forms mean 'it is possible that will resign', but the 

degree of certainty decreases between the first and the last. 

eg: sthalammaaRRaM aayaal~ avan~ raaji vacceekkuM. 

 sthalammaaRRaM aayaal~ avan~ raaji vekkumaayirikkuM. 

 sthalammaaRRaM aayaal~ avan~ raaji vekkumaayirikkaaM. 

 

 'If transferred, it is possible that he will resign.' 

3.2.6 Nominal Bases 

 In addition to the existing Bases, new Bases are occasionally created. These 

Bases are mostly from Nouns and hence are called Nominal Bases. 

E.g: kallupoolaakunnu (becomes like a stone) = kallikkunnu(hardens) 

It is enough to add the suffix i to convert most of the Nouns to Verbs. 

E.g: 

  Noun   Form 

 vampu (pride)   vampikkunnu (be proud) 
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 onnu(one)   onnikkunnu( be united) 

 Those Nouns which end in Vowels do not need this addition. Addition of kk 

and germination of the past marker tu is sufficient. 

E.g: taTi (bulk)   taTikkunnu  (becomes bulky) 

 cuma (cough)  cumaykkunnu  (coughs) 

Occasionally Nouns becomes Base without any modification. like kari (coal)   

kariyunnu(burns).there are other ways also to make Nominal Bases. Combining with 

the Base pet ̣uka can make Nominal Bases. 

E.g: aka (in)  akappeTunnu (gets trapped) 

 paNi (work)  paNippeTunnu (tries) 

 

3.2.7 Auxiliary Verbs 

 The Bases which follow other Bases to assist them are auxiliaries. They are of 

three types, namely adjectival auxiliary, auxiliary of tense and completive auxiliary. 

The first is that, which adds special meanings to the meaning of the Base. Certain 

comparisons in the Past, Present and Future tenses come under the second 

.Completion of the obsoletes is the concern of the third.      

Adjectival Auxiliary  

 koLLuka      nookkikkoLLunnu  (you may hear) 

 iT – iTT ̣    enniTT , aayiTT  (after that, because of that) 

 viTuka         tannu viTTu 

 kaLaka         tool~ppiccukaLanjnju 

 koTukka      paRanjnju tannu 

 veykkuka (eekkuka)   vanneekkaaM 
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 aruL~            keTTaruLi 

 pooka            paRannupooyi 

 varuka           naTattivarunnu 

 pooruka         taamsiccu poorunnu 

 kuuTuka       vannu kuuTuM 

 kazhiyuka      paRanjnju kazhinjnju 

 tiiruka            ceytu teer~nnu 

Auxiliaries of Tense 

 irikkuka     vannirikkunnu ( have come) 

 unnuNT     vaayikkunnuNT  (reading) 

 koNTiri    paThiccukoNTirikkunnu 

 aayirikkuM    paRanjnjataayirikkuM 

 iTTuL    paThicciTTuNTaayirunnu 

 Auxiliaries of Completion 

 aavuka  uNTaayi ( took place) 

  There are many such classifications of Verbs [8]. To build an analyzer one has 

to consider all these variations. 

3.2.8 Verb Analysis 

Verb is a grammatical category, which takes tense with it. Also aspectual and 

modular information can be extracted from a verbal form.  These three types of 

information are generally called TAM (Tense Aspect and Modularity). Many markers 

are present in the TAM and it is listed in the suffix dictionary. 
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Past future present Mood Aspect 

 I aavu ka 

RRu aaluM uka 

Tu aTTe ave 

Ttu aaTTe kil~ 

Tu in ukil~ 

TTu aaM engkil~ 

Ccu aNaM  

Nnu   

Ntu   

Njnju 

uM  

unnu 

  

Table 3.1:  Linguistic Categories of a Verb 

3.3 Sandhi 

On the basis of sounds involved, Sandhi can be grouped into Vowel Sandhi, 

Vowel Consonant Sandhi, Consonant Vowel Sandhi and Consonant Consonant 

Sandhi. 

 Vowel Sandhi (Vowel+Vowel) 

         mazha (rain)+ alla (not)=mazhayalla (it is not rain) 

 Vowel Consonant (Vowel + Consonant) 

         taamara (lotus)+ kuLaM (pond)= taamarakkuLaM (pond of lotus) 

 Sandhi can also be classified on the basis of the change occurring namely 

loopa (elison), aagama (addition), dvitva (germination) and aadeesa (displacement) 

sandhis. loopa is that in which one of the sounds is lost, aagama is that in which new 
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sound is added , dvitva is that in which one of the sounds geminates and aadeesa is 

that in which one of the sounds is displaced by another sound. 

 loopa 

      atu (that)+alla (not )= atalla (it is not that) 

 aagama 

     mazhu (axe)+illa (no)= mazhuvilla (there is no axe) 

 The basis of all sound changes in sandhi is ease in pronunciation. It is difficult 

to pronounce Consonants without Vowels. When two Consonants combine they are 

pronounced as one. Vowels have well defined pronunciation. Consequently, sound 

changes are more essential in Vowel combinations. 

3.3.1 Elision (loopa Sandhi) 

 When followed by any Vowel, unrounded  u undergoes elision. 

 Eg: taNuppu (chillness)+uNTu (is) = taNuppuNTu (there is chillness) 

        kaaRRu (wind)+ aTikkunnu (blows) = kaaRRaTikkunnu (wind blows) 

 The ‘u’ occurring finally in ceytu, ceyunnu etc undergoes elision when 

followed by Vowel. The ‘u’ found in these forms, is by origin unrounded ‘u’, added 

for clarity in pronunciation. Unrounded ‘u’ is pronounced as rounded ‘u’ to provide 

emphasis to the sentence. 
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 Regular 

  kaNTu (saw)+illa (no)= kaNTilla (did not see) 

              kaaNunnu(sees)+ uNTu (have) = kaaNunnuNTu (is seen) 

 Irregular  

  kaNTu (saw)+ oo(?)=kaNTuvoo/kaNToo(saw?) 

 The ‘a’ at the end of alla and illa, and the the ‘i’ at the end of aayi and pooyi 

have elision when followed by Vowel , as in 

 alla (not)+ ennu (thus) = allennu (not thus) 

 illa (no)+ ennu(thus) = illennu (not thus) 

kriyaamgam is verbal participle. One of its variants, the mid verbal participle also 

means respectful persuasion. It’s final a also has elision. 

 Eg: varika (come) + eToo(you) = varikeToo(you come) 

 The final ‘e’ of the permissive suffix atte, verbal participle aate, possessive 

case marker ‘uTe’ and conjunction ‘uuTe’ occasionally have elision when followed 

by vowel. 

 Eg:  saamiyute (of swamy)+ acchan (father) = saamiyutacchan(swamy’s 

father) 

3.3.2 Augmentation (aagama sandhi) 

  As the vowels have independent pronunciation, it is inconvenient to 

pronounce two vowels together. So it has to be avoided. Inserting ‘y’ or ‘v’ in-
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between them does this. If the preceding vowel is Palatal ‘y’ is inserted; if it is labial 

‘v’ is inserted. In other words, when a vowel follows a, aa, i, ii, e, ee or ai. There is 

insertion of ‘y’ and when a vowel follows a, aa, u, uu, o, oo. There is insertion of ‘v’ 

in-between them.    

 Palatals 

  tii(fire)+ aaTTu (dance) = tiiyaaTTu(fire dance) 

  kai(hand)+ uNTu (has) = kaiyuNTu(has hand) 

 Labial 

  taTa(to rub)+unnu(does) = taTavunnu(rubs) 

   caa(to die)+unnu(does) = caavunnu(dies) 

 In verbs ‘y’ may be substituted by ‘n’ and ‘v’ by ‘k’. ‘n’ can also occur for 

making the utterance  more pleasing. In verbs ‘n’ may be inserted after palatal vowels 

instead of ‘y’ and ‘k’ after labials instead of ‘v’. 

 The demonstratives a, i and e are referred to as cuTTezhuttu in Tamil. Though 

these three vowels are palatals ‘v’ instead of ‘y’ is added when followed by a vowel, 

thus providing exception to the earlier rule. 

 Eg: i (this) + an~ (he) = ivan~ (this he) 

It is v that gets added when this pronounce are used as qualifiers as well. 

 Eg: a (that) + iTam (place) = aviTam (that place) 

The relative participle suffix ‘a’ also is demonstrative. So there too ‘v’ should be 

added. 
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  Eg:  ceyta (which was done) + an~ (he) = ceytavan~ (he who did) 

 In words ending in the long vowels aa, ii, uu, ee, ai, oo corresponding y or v is 

generally added. This is confined to a few words. There is no specific grammatical 

rule regarding this phenomenon. The term ‘frequently’ is used because of this. 

 Eg:  kaa-kaay(fruit) 

        paa-paay(mat) 

‘y’ is added to palatal vowels then followed by suffixes beginning with ‘k’ , as in  

 tala (head)+kku = talaykku (to head) 

There is no addition of ‘y’ if the ‘kk’ is not initzal to a suffix, as in  

 caaTi (jump)+ kaTannu (crossed) = caaTikkaTannu (crossed jumping) 

There is no addition of ‘y’ if the preceding vowel is not palatal, as in  

 kaRu (to blacken)+kkunnu = kaRukkunnu(blackens) 

3.3.3 Reduplication (dvitva sandhi) 

 Vowels do not have cluster information. Each vowel is capable of free 

pronunciation with no obstructions by the tongue in the points of articulation. Even in 

combination, it is not marked as in the case of consonants. Instead of germination 

they have length; instead of clustering the4y have diphthongs. So the rules of 

germination are restricted to consonants. In Malayalam, germination is more in tense 

consonants and less in lax consonants. When two words combine in which the first is 

the qualifier and the qualified, the tense consonants initial to the second word 

geminates.  

 Eg: tala(head)+keTTu(tie) = talakkeTTu(turban) 
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        taamara(lotus)+kuLaM(pond) = taamarakkuLaM (lotus pond) 

 Dvandva samasam does not involve combination of the qualifier and the 

qualified. So this gemination does not occur in it. 

 Eg:  kai(hand)+kaal(leg)=kaikaal(hand and leg) 

         raama(rama)+krishNanmaar~(krishnas) = raamakrishNanmaar~ 

(Rama and Krishna) 

 There will be gemination in sentences also, namely in the tense Consonant 

after the three Verbal Participles, mun, tan and paaksikam, the Pseudo Case e used in 

the locative sense and the Case suffixes aal,il, kal. 

 Eg:  pooyi (went)+ paRaunjnju(said) = pooyippaRanjnju(went and said) 

  manassal (by will)+koTuttu(gave) = manassaalkkoTuttu(gave by will) 

 The pronouns a , i and e are called cuTTezhuttu. The term is meaningful, they 

being the base for words that point out persons. a-van (that he), i-van (this he) and e-

ven (which he). All consonants that follow cutteluttu are geminated. 

 Eg:  a (that) + kaalaM (period) = akkaalaM (that period) 

         i (this) + kaNTa(which has seen) = ikkaNTa (this which was seen) 

 The nasals as well as y, l and l occurring finally in eekamaatra (single beat) 

bases will geminate. There is no single beat word in Malayalam. 

 Eg:  pongng (to rise) +i(having) = pongngi(came up) 

  muL (thorn)+u(of) = muLLu, muLL(thorn) 
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 To words ending in consonsants, unrounded ‘u’ has to be added . If it is a cil, 

this addition is optional. 

 Eg:  vayas = vayassu (age) 

3.3.4 Substitution (aadeesa sandhi) 

 When consonants of the t –class combine with those of the t class they 

become t-class. With the c-class and ….class they become c-class and … class 

respectively. 

 Eg:  en (thus) + tu (it) =…/ennu(from) 

        tan (cool) + taar(flower) = tantaar(cool flower) 

 When i followed by consonants of the t-class , it is substituted by …Similarly 

when i followed by t-class consonants it is substituted by t.This change is called 

vinaamam which means lowering  in position. 

 Eg:  vil~ (to sell) + tu(did)= vit+tu=viRRu(sold) 

         keeL~ (to hear)+tu(did) = keet+tu=keeTTu(heard)       

 The n in the words mun, pin and pon changes to I when followed by voiceless 

stops. 

 Eg:  pin~ (back) + paaTTu (song) = pilppaaTTu (background song) 

  pon~(gold) + kuTaM (pot) = polkkuTaM (golden pot) 

 The voiceless stops initial to a suffix is substituted by a Nasal except when the 

suffix begins with k or t. The substitution by Nasal according to this rule is called 

Nasal Assimilation. 
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 Eg:  paRan+cu = paRanjnju (said) 

  uN~ (to eat)+tu(did) = uNTu (ate) 

 ‘M’ itself is anusvaaram. It becomes clear with vowel . (1) when class sounds 

follow , it changes to the fifth member (2) with samuccayam and nipaatam it changes 

to v. So does with the future marker uM (3) with vowel beginning suffix it changes to 

tt (4) tt occasionally changes with the case marker ooTu. 

anusvaaraM is word final M, as is cleqr in combination with any vowel as in  

 maram(tree)+alla(not) = maramalla(nottree)   and  

 maraM (tree)+illa(no) = maramilla(no tree) 

1) When followed by class sounds the fifth member substitutes. 

 Eg: varuM(coming)+kaalaM(period) =varuMkaalaM(coming period) 

        peruM(big)+paRa(drum) =perunpaRa(huge drum) 

2) anusvaaraM changes to ‘v’ when it is followed by samuccaya (additive) nipaatam 

‘uM’. anusvaaraM in the future tense marker ‘uM’ also changes to v when followed 

by suffix. 

 Eg: kuLaM (family)+uM(and) = kuLavuM(family and) 

  vaaraM (week)+uM(and) = vaaravuM(week and) 

 anusvaaram changes to geminated t, ie tt when followed by any suffix 

beginning with a vowel. If the suffix following is the case marker ‘ooTu’ this 

substitution is not regular. 

 Eg: dhanaM(wealth)+e(of) = dhanatte(of wealth) 
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  tulaaM (support)+inRe (of) = tulaattinRre(support of) 

 M and n change to n when followerd by plural marker kaL~ , due to 

assimilation. 

 Eg:  maraM (tree)+ kaL~(more than one)= marankaL~/marangngaL~ 

(more than one tree) 

The assimilation is found elsewhere also as in   

kuLaM (pond) +kara (shore)= kuLangngara(pond’s shore) 
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                  CHAPTER 4 

MORHOLOGICAL ANALYZER FOR MALAYALAM VERBS 

4.1 Malayalam Morph Analyzer for Verbs 

 There are different methods adopted for the morphological analysis. Brute 

Force method, Root Driven approach, Affix Stripping method are some of the 

methods evolved typically for analysing any Indian Language to attain greater 

accuracy in the analysis [Gülsen Eryioit and Esref Adalý 2004]. In root driven 

method, root/stem is identified at first and the affixes are passed.  In affix Stripping 

method [ Gülsen Eryioit and Esref Adalý 2004], the affixes are identified first and the 

remaining part is assumed as the stem or root. Brute force stemmers make use of a 

lookup table, which contains relations between root forms and inflected forms.  

4.1.1 Paradigm Approach 

 One of the promising methods for designing a morphological analyzer for 

agglutinative languages like Malayalam is Paradigm approach. It is based on the 

word and paradigm morphological model. Paradigm approach rely on findings that 

the different types of word paradigms are based on their morphological behavior.  As 

said earlier, the noun maraM (tree) and adhyaapika (teacher) belongs to different 

paradigms as they morphophonemically behave differently. 

Similarly the verb va will be put into a paradigm class which is different form 

kaaN which is in a different paradigm class as they behave differently 

morphophonemically.   

 There will be a dictionary of lexical items of Malayalam, which along with 

lexical item, contains grammatical category and paradigm type. In addition to the 

dictionary, the representative words of each type of paradigm will also be provided 
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with a list of inflected forms.  It will be an exhaustive list which runs into thousands 

for each representative word. Of course the list is longer for verb compared to noun. 

The list is small for adjectives and adverbs. The program compares each inflected 

form of a paradigm with the other and come out with dictionary word form (lexeme) 

and suffixes. The suffixes are provided with glosses. 

4.1.2 Suffix stripping 

 Suffix Stripping is another one method used for analysing the words in a 

language. In highly agglutinative languages such as Malayalam, a word is formed by 

adding suffixes to the root or stem. Absolutely no prefixes and circumfixes are there 

in Malayalam. But morphologically highly complex words exist in such languages, 

which are formed by continuously adding suffixes to the stem. Suffix Stripping 

method make use of this property of the language, i.e., having complex suffixes 

attached to the stem. Once the suffix is identified, the stem of the whole word can be 

obtained by removing that suffix and applying proper sandhi rules. 

 As Malayalam is  morphologically rich and agglutinative with complex 

structures; and there are so many morphophonemic changes in the word formation 

process, root driven and Brute force methods are not sufficient to generate the words 

and its forms. For Morphological analyzer for Malayalam verbs, Suffix stripping 

method, which is very close to the affix stripping method in its approach,  with 

Sandhi rules can be used. Since Malayalam requires many morphophonemic changes 

in the word formation, one has to deal with sandhi rules in each and every place 

where two morphemes combine to form a suffix and also where a suffix combines 

with the stem.  Suffix stripping algorithms do not rely on a lookup table; instead, 

rules are stored to find its root/stem form.  Suffix stripping approach is much simpler 

to maintain than brute force and other algorithms. In Suffix stripping the searching 

process is relatively fast as the search is only done on suffixes. 
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4.1.3 Comparison of Paradigm Method with Suffix Stripping Method  

    Suffix stripping method capture the creativity found in the inflectional system 

of Malayalam and analyze it accordingly [Rajeev.R.R, Rajendran.N and Elizabeth 

Sherly 2007]. It is economical. Even if the item is not found in the dictionary, still the 

analyzer can analyze the inflected form of the item into suffixes and stem. On the 

other hand, in paradigm approach one has to list down all the possible inflected forms 

of a representative lexical item of a paradigm type.  Though at the outset the possible 

inflected forms appear to be finite in number which a finite state automata approach 

can handle, in reality the inflected forms are infinite number.   Because of the 

addition of clitics after the inflection makes the possible form infinitive in number. 

For example the clitic for coordination and emphasis (-uM) and the clitic for 

interrogation (-oo) can be added to almost all the inflected forms of Malayalam 

words. As Malayalam is highly agglutinated, even two or more inflected forms of 

words get glued into one (ayaaL~ paRanjnjiTTu-ppooyi ‘He said and went away’, 

ayaaL~ paranjnjat-aaNu ‘He said so’).  This makes the paradigm approach difficult 

to implement.  Paradigm approach can be easily implemented compared to suffix 

stripping approach, but the complications are higher in paradigm approach when 

compared to the suffix stripping approach.   

           The morphological structure of a language decides which method to be 

followed among different existing methods.  As mentioned earlier, Malayalam is a 

morphologically rich language; many of the grammatical functional information are 

attested in the morphology itself. So for Malayalam, morphological analysis is crucial 

when compared to syntactic analysis.  

4.1.4 Hybrid Method 

 In this project, I have followed a hybrid method, which is a combination of 

Paradigm approach and Suffix Stripping method. Hybrid method takes the benefit of 
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the advantages of both Paradigm method and Suffix Stripping method. The verbs are 

classified into different paradigms, as in Paradigm approach. Hence we can have 

separate groups of verbs whose morphophonemic behavior are the same for each 

group. Thus we attain morphological generalization of verbs to an extent. Now 

morphological analysis of the verbs is done by using Suffix Stripping method; since it 

is the most promising method of analyzing any agglutinative language like 

Malayalam. As suffix stripping methods does, the program identified the suffix first, 

and then the stem by applying morphophonemic rules. A list of all possible suffixes, 

that can be found attached to the stem, is used for identifying the suffix. The suffix 

list consists of thousands of inflections. While comparing the suffix with the list of 

possible suffixes, the rule of longest matching suffix is used.  

4.2 Unicode 

The Unicode Standard is the universal character encoding scheme used for 

representation of text for computer processing. The Unicode Standard provides 

additional information about the characters and their use.  

Computers store letters and other characters by assigning a number for each 

one. Earlier, when the Unicode was not invented, there were hundreds of different 

encoding systems for assigning these numbers. But not a single encoding method 

could contain enough characters. Even for a single language like English no single 

encoding was adequate for all the letters, punctuation, and technical symbols which 

are commonly in use. Hence any given computer needs to support many different 

encodings; yet whenever data is passed between different encodings or platforms, 

there was always the risk of corruption. 

 The design of Unicode is based on the simplicity and consistency of ASCII, 

and it overcomes the limited ability of ASCII. The Unicode Standard provides the 

capacity to encode all of the characters used for the written languages of the world. 
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To keep character coding simple and efficient, the Unicode Standard assigns each 

character a unique numeric value and name , irrespective of  the platform, the 

program, or the language. 

 Unicode is required by modern standards such as XML, Java, ECMAScript 

(JavaScript), LDAP, CORBA 3.0, WML, etc., and is the official way to implement 

ISO/IEC 10646. It is supported in many operating systems and all modern browsers.  

Unicode enables a single software product or a single website to be targeted across 

multiple platforms, languages and countries without re-engineering. It allows data to 

be transported through many different systems without corruption. 

4.2.1 Encoding Forms 

  The Unicode Consortium is a non-profit organization founded to develop, 

extend and promote use of the Unicode Standard. The Unicode Standard and ISO/IEC 

10646 support three encoding forms that use a common repertoire of characters. 

These encoding forms allow for encoding as many as a million characters. This is 

sufficient for all known character encoding requirements.  

 The Unicode Standard defines three encoding forms that allow the same data 

to be transmitted in a byte, word or double word oriented format (i.e. in 8, 16 or 32-

bits per code unit). All three encoding forms can be efficiently transformed into one 

another without loss of data.  

 UTF-8 is the one popular for HTML and similar protocols. UTF-8 is a way of 

transforming all Unicode characters into a variable length encoding of bytes. UTF-16 

is appropriate in many environments that need to balance efficient access to 

characters with economical use of storage. It is reasonably compact. UTF-32 is most 

suitable where memory space is no concern, but fixed width, single code unit access 

to characters is desired. Each Unicode character is encoded in a single 32-bit code 
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unit when using UTF-32. All three encoding forms need at most 4 bytes (or 32-bits) 

of data for each character. 

4.2.2 Unicode for Malayalam  

 The rapid development of NLP gave a way for Malayalam enabled core 

technologies and products. To represent Malayalam scripts in computers, many 

Unicode fonts have been aroused. Malayalam language editors, such as NILA, 

KARTIKA, Varamozhi editor etc, use Unicode fonts to represent the alphabets and 

other symbols. Some of the Unicode fonts for Malayalam are: Kartika, ML-NILA01, 

ML-NILA02, ML-NILA03, ML-NILA04, Karumbi, ThoolikaUnicode, MLU-Panini 

etc. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

5.1 Sandhi (Euphonic Combination) Rules  

 In Malayalam there are mainly four type of Sandhi changes occur when two 

morphemes combine together. After the suffix is stripped from the verb, in order to 

find the stem sandhi rules must be applied. The rules followed are: 

1.Elision 

2.Augumentation 

3.Substitution 

4.Reduplication (Gemination) 

5.1.1 Elision Rules     

        When two articulated sound joined together one sound will be dropped. 

 Eg:- kaaRR+aTiccu = kaaRRaTiccu 

1. When case suffixes beginning with vowel ‘u’ will be dropped. 

eg:- atu + alla = atalla      

2. The case suffixes beginning with a vowel the final ‘a’ of the adjectival particle 

will be lost. 

eg:- peRRa + amma=peRRamma        

3. The form alla, alla inflect for case suffix the final ‘a’ will be dropped.   
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      eg:- alla+engkil=allengkill 

4. When the case suffixes to the vowel the final ‘e’ will be in these forms 

aaTTe,aate, uTe, uuTe  

eg:- nilkkaTT+aviTe=nilkkaTTaviTe 

       taraate+aayi=taraataayi 

      vazhiyiluuTe +ooTi=vazhiyiluuTooTi.  

 5.1.2 Augmentation Rules 

       1. Another vowel will be added after the semi-vowel ‘y’ 

        eg:- pana +oola 

              kaLi +alla=kaLiyalla 

2. ‘y’ will be added to the case suffix doubled ‘u’ will be occurred after the 

semi-vowel. 

Eg:- cila +kunnu=cilakkunnu 

 3. After glides ‘v’ will be added with a vowel. 

Eg:- tiru +ooNam=tiruvoonam 

puu + ampan=puuvampan 

 4.  Verb ending with semi vowel ‘y’ and ‘n’ will be added. 

            Eg:- peruki + a=perukiya  
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 5.  ‘v’ occur before ‘a’, ‘i’, ‘e’ 

Eg:- a+an=avan 

         i +aaL~=iyaaL~ 

        e+iTaM=eviTaM 

5.1.3 Substitution Rules   

1. When ‘c’ and‘t’ add together‘t’ substitute into ‘c’. 

eg:-  nin+ caritam=ninjcaritam      

2. ‘t’ and ‘T’ add together ‘t’ changed into ‘T’ 

Eg:- kaN +niiR=kaNNiiR 

        taN+ taaR=taNTaaR     

3. ‘l’ suffixed after ‘m’,’n’replaced into ‘l’ 

Eg:- nal+ma=nanma 

                   nel+maNi=nenmaNi 

4. ‘l’ does not changed into all places. 

Eg:- pin+kalam=pilkkaalam 

5. ‘aM’ is suffixed after the vowel, ‘m’ is substituted. 

Eg:- dhanaM +uNT=dhanamuNT     

6. The vowel suffixes after the future tense marker ‘um’, ‘v’ will be substituted. 
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Eg:- tarum +aan=taruvaan 

        varum +aan=varuvaaan 

        pookum +aan=pookuvaan       

7. ‘tt’ is doubled when vowel is suffixes after the anusvaaram. 

Eg:- kulam +il=kulattil 

      dhanam +aal=dhanattaal   

8. Some times ‘ooTu’ add to the case form ‘tt’ is substituted. 

Eg:- dhanam+ooTu=dhanattooTu    

9. vowel suffixes after anusvaaram ‘tt’ is substituted. 

Eg:- aayiram+aaNT=aayirattaaNT 

10. ‘n’ is suffixes before the ‘k’ nasal sound is replaced. 

Eg:- nin + kal=ningngal 

        maram +kal=marangngal 

5.1.4 Reduplication (Gemination)       

 1. The word ending with a,i,e(cuTTezhuttu) the next sound will be geminate. 

    Eg:- a+kaaryaM=akkaaryaM 

            i+kaalaM=ikkaalaM 

            e+kalavuM=ekkaalavuM 

 2. When adjectival phrase beginning with a case suffix first letter of the second  

          case suffixes will be doubled.  
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     Eg:-  niila+kall=niilakkall 

            maru +paRampu=maruppaRampu 

 3. In coupulative compound no change is occur. 

   Eg:- kara+caraNangngaL=karacaraNangngaL          

4.  Not doubled in determinative compounds, when first form will bw a stem. 

         Eg:- niRa+paRa=niRapara 

5. The articulated sound will be doubled ,when the case suffixes after aal,il,kal,    

and e. 

    Eg:- kaNNaal~ +kaNTu=kaNNaalkkaNTu 

             vannaal~ +kaaNaaM=vannaalkkaaNaaM 

 

5.2 Tense markers 

5.2.1 Past Tense markers 

 1. –i 

Eg:- paaTi, caaTi, ooTi, vilasi, pooyi, aaTi, niinti, kiTTi, poTTi, 

aaTTi, kaRangngi, tuTangngi etc.  

The past tenses marker -i occurs all roots which have the consonant ending 

stem which do not have any alternant form. So here elision rule is present.  

The past tense marker –i added directly to the stem.  
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      2.    -RRu 

                  Eg:- tooRRu 

                         viRRu 

                         peRRu 

                          aRRu 

                          The past tense marker –RRu occurs all stems. When ‘i’ added to the 

verb stem , it changed into’t’.  Here substitution rule is present.  Some times‘t’ 

changed into ‘RRu’.         

3. –tu 

Eg:-  ceytu, uzhutu, koytu, neytu, peytu etc.         

        The past tense marker –tu occurs all stems. After L sound the vowel –

u is occurred.  There no change in Sandhi rule.       

      4.   -Tu 

                  Eg:-   kaNTu, koNTu, uNTu etc 

                            The past tense marker -Tu occurs  after consonant –N. Here 

substitution rule is present. 

 5. –ttu 

Eg:- eTuttu, koTuttu, aRuttu etc 

         -ttu marker occurs all roots. After ‘R’ no vowel sound is occurred.  

In transitive  marker ‘tu’ became ‘t’ and then geminate into ‘-tta’. 
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     6.  –ccu 

             Eg:- ciriccu, paThiccu, kuLiccu, aTaccu, veRaccu, aTiccu etc 

                   Past tense marker –ccu occurs after all vowel ending roots(cvcv) . Here 

no sandhi rule is occur. 

6. –ntu 

 Eg:- ventu, nontu. 

      Past tense marker –ntu  occurs after the n. This marker occurs after the 

stem /no/ and /ve/ which have alternate form. Here addition sandhi rule is 

present. Here na changed into –ntu 

7. –nnu 

Eg:- vannu, konnu etc  

-nnu occurred after all roots.  Here elision  rule is present.,  ‘n’ is dropped. 

             Exceptional case:-No change is occur after the ‘R’ 

                    Eg:-vaLaRnnu, taLaRnnu. 

 9. –njnju 

        Eg:-   paRanjnju, karanjnju, carinjnju, nananjnju, eRinjnju, 

aranjnju.etc 

        -njnju occurs after vowel ending stems. Here marker –njnju is added to 

the stem no sandhi rule is present. 
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5.2.2 Present tense markers 

 -unnu 

     Eg:-aaTunnu, tarunnu              

            Here ‘u’ occur after the stem.so here addition rule present. 

     Eg:-aTikkunnu, paThikkunnu 

            For this case Gemination rule is present.Here Link morph ‘kk’ added 

after the stem. 

    Eg:-tinnunnu 

           Here, final ‘n’ of the verb geminates into ‘nn’ 

5.2.3 Future tense marker 

 –um 

Eg:-varum, tarum 

       -um marker occurs after the consonant ending stem. Here Final ‘u’ will be 

dropped .  So here elision rule present. Exceptional case-  The final ‘L’ and 

‘y’ reflect to the stem resulting  the doubling ‘L’ and ‘y’ 

Eg:-  ceyyum, kollum, koyyum, peyyum, tallum 

Exceptional case-  The vowel ending root Link morph –kk is added  before the 

future tense marker –um. 

Eg:-   aRukkum, ceRukkum, karikkum etc. 
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Exeptional case-  In some cases the final –u  will be dropped.  When the 

suffixes beginning with a vowel.  

Eg:-   uzhum, tozhum etc           

         Here elision rule is present. 

5.3 Dictionary 

  The Dictionary of verbs is created mainly on the basis of the famous 

Malayalm Dictionary ‘Sabdataaraavali’ created by Sri. Sooranadu Kunjanpillai. 

Sabdataaraavali contains almost all the verbs in Malayalam including those verbs 

which were used only in earlier forms of Malayalam. Those verbs are not considered 

when the Dictionary for this project is created. More verbs are added by checking the 

corpus. You can have the Dictionary both in Roman form and in Unicode form and it 

contains the stems of the verbs. Along with the stem of each available verb, the 

paradigm number, to which the verb belongs to, is also marked. There are 3200 verb 

stems in the dictionary. 

5.4 Paradigm List  

 The verbs are categorized into 28 classes or paradigms based on the past tense 

marker and the morphophonemic changes which occur when the past tense marker is 

attached to the stem. 
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  Malayalam Paradigm List – Verb 

Paradigm - 1 
െപ¿് 
െപ¿p p 
െപയ്തp 
െപ¿ ംp  
 
Paradigm – 2 
െവറ ്p  
െവറp p p 
െവറp p 
െവറ ംp p  
 
Paradigm – 3 
േക ് 
േക p p 
േക p 
േക ംp  
 
Paradigm – 4  
േനാവ് 
േനാവp p 
െനാ´p 
േനാവ ംp  
 
Paradigm - 5 
കരയ് 
കരയp p 
കര p 
കരയ ംp  
 
Paradigm – 6 
െകാ ് 
െകാ p p 
െകാ p 
െകാ ംp  

Paradigm – 7 
Aള ് 
Aള p p 
Aള p 
Aള ംp  
 
Paradigm – 8 
തര് 
തരp p 
ത p 
തര ംp   
 
Paradigm – 9 
വി ് 
വി p p 
വി p 
വി ംp  
 
Paradigm – 10 
വീഴ് 
വീഴp p 
വീണp 
വീഴ ംp  
 
Paradigm – 11 
വിരള് 
വിരളp p 
വിര p 
വിരള ംp  
 
Paradigm – 12 
കാണ് 
കാണp p 
ക p 
കാണ ംp  
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Paradigm – 13 
നി ് 
നി p p 
നി p 
നി ംp  
 
Paradigm – 14 
താഴ് 
താഴp p 
താഴ് p 
താഴ ംp  
 
Paradigm - 15 
െപറ് 
െപറp p 
െപ p 
െപറ ംp  
 
 
Paradigm – 16 
Aടി ് 
Aടി p p 
Aടി p 
Aടി ംp  
 
Paradigm – 17 
േപാക് 
േപാകp p 
േപായി 
േപാക ംp  
 
Paradigm – 18 
വയ് ് 
വയ് p p 
വ p 
വയ് ംp  
 

Paradigm – 19 
പാട് 
പാടp p 
പാടി 
പാട ംp  
 
Paradigm – 20 
ചാക് 
ചാകp p 
ച p 
ചാക ംp  
 
Paradigm – 21 
െതാട് 
െതാടp p 
െതാ p 
െതാട ംp  
 
Paradigm – 22 
േനര് 
േനരp p 
േന p 
േനര ംp  
 
Paradigm – 23 
ഇരി ് 
ഇരി p p 
ഇരp p 
ഇരി ംp  
 
Paradigm – 24 
പിള ് 
പിള p p 
പിള ി 
പിള ംp  
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Paradigm – 25  
ഉഴ് 
ഉഴp p  
ഉഴ തp p 
ഉഴ ംp   
 
Paradigm – 26  
ഏല് ് 
ഏല് p p 

 ഏ p 
ഏല് ംp  

  
Paradigm – 27 

 നികഴ് 
നികഴp p 
നിക p  
നികഴ ംp  
  
Paradigm – 28 
ക ്  
ക p p 
ക p  
ക ംp  
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5.5 Markers 

 Auxiliary Verbs   

aayi,aak, aayirunn, aayirunnu, aayirikkuM, aakuM, aakunnu,iri, irikk, 

irunn, iTT, aaN, aav, koL, poor, kaLa, koT, tar, viT,vay, aruL, pook, pooy, 

var, kazhi, kuuT, peT, tiir, 

 TAM   

ka, uka, ave, kil~, ukil~, engil~, eekkuM, aavu, aaluM, aTTe, aaTTe, 

in, aaM, aNaM,ee 

 krithikrith   

al, tal, pp,ca,v,tt,aM,ttaM,ma,maanaM, Ta,np,il,araM, ti, vi, paTi 

 Conjunctive Markers 

oru, ennaal~, entennaal~, entukoNTennaal~, appooL~, pakshee,uM, 

oo, enniTT, enniTTuM 

 Negation Markers 

illa, alla, arut, vayya, veeNTa, eenta, aatta, aate, kuuTaa 

 Question Markers 

aar, eet, ent, eppooL~, engngane, etra, allee, illee, koNTallee, kuuTee 

(Negative + ee) , aaNoo, aaloo,koNToo, koNTaaNoo, ennoo,engiloo,TTeyoo, 

ttatoo,aamoo, umoo,  (RP + oo). 
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 Defective verb 

  uNT,uLLa,uLLaT,uLLu, veeNTa 

 Demonstration 

a, at, i , it, atee, atin, 

 Relative Particle 

koNT, poole, pooluM, veeNTi, munp, Seesham, ninn, kuuTe, akatt, 

pinp, pinnil~, vecc, vecca, vacc, kuuTaate, neere, vazhi, kaaL~, vara, aaya, 

aayi, ozhike, ozhicc, oTT, toTT, enn, enna, oppaM, kuuTi, meel~, muulaM, 

saMbandhicc, pakaraM, peeril~, munnil~, eekk,  

 

5.6 Algorithms 

5.6.1 General Algorithm 

Suffix Table ST contains all the possible suffixes that can be attached with the root 

forms. 

Dictionary of Stems DR contains pairs (root, paradigm type (pt)) for all the valid 

roots .  

Algorithm 

1) Get an input word, w. 

2) Check whether the word is in DR. Call function check_dict. 

3) If the word is not in DR go to step 4. Else step 11. 
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4) Find out the suffix of the word by using the Suffix Table. Call function 

check_suffix. 

5) If a valid suffix is found, strip the suffix and get the remaining (RS) as the 

stem. Call function strip_root.  

6) Check whether RS is a valid stem or not by using DR. Call function 

check_dict. 

a) If  the stem is found in DR, go to step 11.  

b) Else, go to step 7. 

7) Check whether the suffix is any tense marker. 

a)  If yes, check whether any Sandhi change occurred or not and get 

the stem after applying sandhi rules. Call function tense_sandi. 

b) Else, go to step 9. 

8) Check whether the new stem is in DR. 

a)  If yes stop.  

b) Else stem is not in the Dictionary. go to step 11. 

9) Check for other type of morphophonemic change and get a new stem after 

applying sandhi. Call function sandi_others.  

10) Check for the new stem in DR.  

a) If found go to step 11.  

b) Else the word is not in Dictionary. 

11) Exit.  

Function check_suffix. 

1) Compare the word w, in reverse order, with each of the suffix in ST. 

a. If a match is found, keep the suffix and again check for some other 

match until the word becomes null. Return the suffix. 

b. Else, the suffix is not in suffix table. 

2) End.  
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Function strip_root 

1) Remove the part of word where the suffix occurs, and get the 

remaining portion of the word as the stem. 

2) Return the stem. 

3) End 

Function check_dict 

1) Compare the stem with each of the entries of the Dictionary. 

2) If a match is found, return the stem and its paradigm number. 

3) End. 

5.7 Perl 

 Perl, Practical Extraction Report Language, is a programming language which 

can be used for a large variety of tasks. It was designed by Larry Wallin the mid 

1980s as a tool for writing programs in the UNIX environment. A typical use of Perl 

would be for extracting information from a text file and printing out a report or for 

converting a text file into another form. But Perl provides a large number of tools for 

quite complicated problems, including systems programming. Programs written in 

Perl are called Perl scripts. Perl is implemented as an interpreted (not compiled) 

language. The 2-step process of interpreted languages makes them slightly easier to 

work with. You can constantly check your code by running it after every change. 

Thus, the execution of a Perl script tends to use more CPU time than a corresponding 

C program. Perl has the power and flexibility of a high-level programming language 

such as C.  

 Perl (like COBOL and some other languages) was designed to sound as much 

as possible like English, so it's relatively user-friendly. Perl is a very convenient 

language that allows for multiple forms of expression. That means that you can say 
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something in various ways, as long as the syntax is correct. Perl’s original main use 

was text processing. It is exceedingly powerful in this regard, and can be used to 

manipulate textual data, reports, email, news articles, log files, or just about any kind 

of text, with great ease.  

 In morphological analyzer, it is obvious that we are handling texts, or words 

of a Natural Language. Dealing with the patterns or we can say, morphemes, in the 

word would be easy if Perl is used. The program for “Morphological analyzer for 

Malayalam Verbs” is written in Perl. Because the program has to compare the suffix 

with the list of possible inflections and to go for checking Sandhi changes many times 

in the course of analyzing a word. Pearl can be called from a Java program.The 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the program is designed in Java. 

5.8 GUI 

 The Graphical User Interface is created in Java. User can input a verb to know 

what all grammatical features it contains. The input is given in Roman notations. GUI 

contains one text field for inputting the verb, a text area for the output and another 

text area to display the abbreviations used in the analysis.  

 Java and Perl are compactable. A Perl Script can be called from a Java 

program. Here, the perl program for the verb analysis is linked to the GUI in Java. 

Figure 5.1 shows the initial GUI for the analyzer.  

Figure 5.2 shows the situation where the input verb is given to the system. In 

the figure, the input word is ‘vaangngiyirikkunnatukoNT’ (as he/she has bought). The 

stem is ‘vaangng’, and the suffix is ‘irikkunnatukoNT’. This suffix contains the 

morphemes ‘irikk’, ’unna’, ‘at’ and ‘koNT’. Their morphological purposes are seen in 

the output field as shown in figure 5.3. Along with the output the analyzer also 

displays the verb’s paradigm number to which it belongs to. 
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              Figure  5.1    The GUI for Verb Analyzer 
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     Figure 5.2     

 The right panel displays the abbreviations of the features used in the program. 
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                    Figure  5.3 

 

Here, ‘i’ is the past tense marker, ‘irikkunn’ is an auxiliary, ‘at’ is demonstration and 

‘koNT ’ is Relative Particle. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 When you give a verb in Malayalam, the analyzer will give the grammatical 

feature of the word. The main grammatical features include TAM (Tense, Aspect, 

Modularity), the presence of auxiliaries, Relative Particle, conjunction, 

demonstration, defective verbs, negation and question markers. 

Input :  kaNTukoNTirikkunnu 

Output : kaaN [stem] + koNT [RP] + irikk [aux] + unnu [pres] 

 The morphology of Malayalam Verbs is relatively complex. The same marker 

may morphologically act differently in different contexts. For example, the marker 

‘uM’, which is, future tense marker as well as conjunction marker. Also, it has been 

noted that the same morpheme may appear twice in the same verb inflection which 

serve different morphological purpose.  

 All the 28 paradigms worked for many of the inflections, but not for all of them. 

Each verb can have thousands of inlfections. Around 1100 were identified. Still we 

can find many, which are not included in the inflections list, if we check the corpus.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION  

   Morphological analyzers can be integrated to the language processing systems 

for a variety of applications in the Natural Language processing sector.They are 

essential for any type of Natural Language processing works. A full fledged Morph 

analyzer is not available in Malayalam. Malayalam is a verb final, relatively free-

word order and morphologically rich language. Computationally, each root word of 

(verb) can take a few thousand inflected word-forms, out of which only a few 

hundred will exist in a typical corpus. “Morphological analyzer for Malayalam 

Verbs” implemented a hybrid approach of Paradigm and Suffix Stripping Method. It 

proved to be an efficient method to identify the morphological categories of a given 

verb.The programming part is done in Perl and it was very convenient to handle 

string patterns with Perl. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Vowels 

 

ഈ ഊ അ ആ ഇ ഉ ഋ   എ ഏ ഐ ഒ ഓ ഔ 

au a aa i u 
 

RI e ee ai o oo ii uu 

 
Consonants 
 

ക  ഗ ങ      ഖ     ഘ 

kha gha ka ga nga 
ച ജ      ഛ       ഝ      ഞ 

cha jha nja ca ja 
    ഡ ട ണ        ഠ       ഢ 

Tha Dha Ta Na Da 
ത ദ ന        ഥ        ധ 

tha dha ta da na 
പ ബ മ      ഫ        ഭ 

pha bha pa ba ma 
യ സ ഹ ള റ ര ല വ ശ ഷ     ഴ 

sha zha ya ra la va Sa sa ha La 
 

Ra 
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cil 

 
 

 
ð Ä À ³ ¬ 

 
 I~ L~ r~ N~ n~ 
 

 
 

Compound Letters 
 

 
ക്ക ച്ച ട്ട ത്ത പ്പ ഗ്ഗ ജ്ജ ഡ്ഡ 

kka cca TTa tta ppa gga jja DDa 
ലല് ശ്ശ സ്സ ള്ള ന്ന മ്മ ¿ വവ് 

lla SSa ssa LLa nna mma yya vva 
ക്ഷ ബ്ബ ങ്ങ ഞ്ഞ ച്ഛ ത്ഥ ഞ്ജ ണ്ട 

ksha ccha ttha njja NTa bba ngnga njnja 
സ്ന സ്റ്റ ഹ്ന ദ്ദ ണ്ഠ ണ്ണ ക്ത ത്ന 

NTha sna sRRa hna dda kta NNa tna 
ഡ്ഢ ത്മ ഗ്ദ á ജ്ഞ ² ങ്ക ഞ്ച 

tma gda gna jnja DDha ddha ngka njca 
ന്ദ ന്പ ´ ന്ഥ ന്ധ ന്റ ശ്ച സ്ത 

nta ntha nda ndha n~Ra mpa Sca sta 
Ø ഹ്മ റ്റ ഞ്ഛ ണ്ഡ 

  

 
RRa njcha NDa stha hma 
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Symbols 
 

w x y { z n o p r m q s t ss s m t m 

 
M H y r v aa i ii u uu RI e ee ai o oo 
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